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Introduction

In this booklet I want to briefly trace the religious history 
that led from the Protestant Reformation to the Quaker 
Avenue Church of Christ in Lubbock, Texas.  Such a task is 
of course almost outrageous and not really possible in so short 
a document. But perhaps even an outrageously oversimplified 
historical survey can help provide at least a partial 
understanding of the various streams of influences that have 
impacted our religious heritage.  I do not mean to suggest that 
every member at Quaker traces his or her spiritual lineage in 
exactly the same way.  But I do mean to suggest that there is a 
story that leads to the establishment of our congregation. 
Though we do not all share the same exact spiritual family 
tree we do find ourselves currently worshipping in the same 
particular branch of that tree, and perhaps knowing something 
of Quaker’s story will be helpful.  

No one’s spiritual story springs out of the Bible 
uninfluenced by the diverse events of history.  We do not 
drink from a stream un-muddied by the waters of religious 
diversity and even controversy.  Our congregation today is 
what congregations have always been, a complex, 
exhilarating, sometimes infuriating mix of diverse influences.  
Rather than pretend to have no history and thus be shaped by 
a history we don’t know, it is better to know our history as 
best we can so we can own it, repent from some parts of it, 
cherish other parts and then build upon it in a way that we 
believe best honors our Lord.  For example, in our own 
heritage at Quaker we have come to appreciate and adopt the 
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phrase, In faith unity, in opinion liberty, in all things love.  
This phrase shows up on our stationary, on our website, on 
our church walls.  It is a phrase that comes from our heritage 
and that has shaped us greatly. It expresses an ideal our 
congregational leaders believe that we should strive for. The 
phrase did not begin with us.  It has a rich history of its own, 
a history of advocating for peace and unity in the midst of 
controversy and division.  

When we baptize believers into Christ, we don’t require 
them to give us multiple answers to multiple questions about 
multiple issues which we may believe or practice at Quaker.  
There is in fact only one answer to one question that we 
believe to be ultimately important if one is to be immersed 
into Christ.  The question is “What do you believe about Jesus 
Christ.”  And the answer is, “I believe that Jesus Christ is the 
Son of God.”  It appears to be a simple phrase, but it is 
anything but simple.  To believe in Christ as the Son of God 
means to acknowledge Christ as the rightful lord of our life, 
and to be willing to submit to Christ and be conformed into 
his image.  A newly baptized Christian is not aware of and 
certainly unable to understand all the doctrines that have 
divided Christians over the years. But we believe the moment 
a believer emerges from the waters of baptism he is in 
fellowship with all Christians of all time.  There is much he or 
she will need to learn in coming years, but that new believer 
will never be any more a part of God’s family than he is at 
that moment, because at that moment the Spirit makes him 
God’s child.  And we believe wherever our Father has a son 
or a daughter, we have a brother or a sister.  

However, unfortunately throughout history Christians 
have too often tried to determine who their brethren are by 
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correct answers to various lists of specific questions.  
Instruction in the faith is very important to one’s faith, but 
history is pretty clear.  It has been notoriously hard for 
believers to agree on everything.  Which is perhaps why Paul 
speaks of two different kinds of unity in Ephesians 4.  In 
verse three he speaks of the unity of the Spirit given to us 
when we are baptized into Christ, a unity for us to maintain, 
guard and preserve (Ephesians 4:3).  That unity is based on 
seven basic truths, each one related to Christ. There is one 
Father of whom Christ is the Son.  There is one Lord, who is 
Christ.  There is one body, the body of Christ.  There is one 
hope, the hope of Christ’s return.  There is one baptism, 
baptism into the name (authority) of Christ.  There is one 
faith, faith in what Christ has done on the cross.  There is one 
Spirit, the Spirit of Christ.  This understanding of Christ is the 
basis of our unity and Paul pleads with us to guard this unity. 

But later in that same chapter, in verse 13, Paul speaks of 
another kind of unity, a unity of the faith we are to attain, to 
eventually arrive at, to come to.  The first is a unity given to 
us when we begin the journey; the second is a unity always 
ahead of us until we finish the journey.  It is this distinction 
that is referred to by the previously mentioned phrase. “In 
faith unity” (the first unity), “In opinion liberty” (until we 
reach the second unity). And until that 2nd unity is fully 
reached, “In all things love.”  This phrase was first coined by 
Lutheran pastor Peter Meiderlin, during the controversies of 
the Protestant Reformation.1  And that is where I want to 
begin our story, in Wittenburg, Germany.

1 Hans Rollmann,  “In Essentials Unity: The Pre-history of a Restoration 
Movement Slogan.  Restoration Quarterly, Vol.39, Number 3. This article is 
available to read at www.acu.edu/sponsored/restoration_quarterly/archives/
1990s/vol_39_no_3_contents/rollmann.html.
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From Wittenburg 
to Bethany

From the beginning the Church has had to be reformed 
continually by the words of Christ and his Apostles.  
However, it would take over 400 years for the 27 books of 
what we call the New Testament to be gathered into a single 
volume. So, initially reform occurred as the Spirit led elders 
and pastors of churches, taught by the apostles and then by 
the apostles’ students.  Paul refers to this process when he 
charges young Timothy to entrust the gospel and his teaching 
to reliable people qualified to teach others (2 Timothy 2:2). 
Most church reform happened locally, but for particularly 
troubling issues, church leaders would gather to seek God’s 
guidance (Acts 15). Over time certain churches and their 
leaders inevitably became more preeminent, forming major 
centers of the Church.  In time, as the Church ceased being 
persecuted by worldly powers it became a worldly power 
itself.  In some ways this was a blessing, but in other ways it 
was a problem. As the Church became more accepted in the 
world it became more like the world, becoming as much a 
political even militant organization as a spiritual one.  Such 
changes in the Church also changed the nature of the 
authority of the Church.   The vital ongoing reform of the 
Church became more difficult as would be reformers could 
now be opposed and even persecuted by church leaders who 
could now wield the political and military power of the State.  
Church history is stained with the stories of the persecution 
of saints like Peter Waldo and the Waldensians in the 1100s, 
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the Franciscans in the 1200s, followers of John Wycliffe in 
the 1300s and followers of Jon Hus in the early 1400s. There 
were of course many other persecuted reformers, whose 
stories are less well known, but these particular movements 
would foreshadow the Protestant Reformation.

By the 1500s two developments were particularly 
significant.  To the extent the Church became a worldly 
power the motivation for many leaders was a more worldly 
one.  Consequently much of the leadership and the official 
clergy of the Church became corrupt political opportunists 
rather than spiritual pastors.  This resulted in several corrupt 
practices including the selling of indulgences (forgiveness of 
sin) both for personal profit and to help support the financing 
of new, elaborate cathedrals and in general abusing their 
power and authority over church members in various ways. 
At the same time the world was experiencing profound 
changes as it gradually transitioned from what historians 
called the Medieval Age to the Renaissance. 

The Renaissance was a humanist movement.  Not a 
secular humanism that rejected faith, but a humanism that 
saw in humanity the glory of God’s creation.  This 
movement taught that human potential was great and people 
should have the freedom to pursue whatever was possible for 
them.  In the medieval world people had believed they 
belonged in fixed social stations of life. Peasants were 
peasants forever and should not even try to better their 
station in life.  The medieval Church in fact taught this.  But 
the world and its thinking was changing. People were 
encouraged to pursue their own happiness, improve 
themselves and move on up the social ladder.  
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It was a time of great learning and scholarship. Learning 
and new understandings challenged many of the traditional 
ideas of the Church.  Renaissance scholars were influenced 
by a resurgence of respect for ancient Greek and Roman 
thought. From architecture, to law, to philosophy, the new 
idea was to return to the old ideas, to the beginning.  Not 
surprisingly Christian scholars felt the same. The Church too 
should return to the beginning. Reformers hoped to leap over 
the previous 1500 years and return to a pristine apostolic 
Christianity by calling people back to the Bible, particularly 
the New Testament. To do that, however, they would need 
the best possible translation of the Bible.  The Bible of the 
1500s was the Latin Vulgate.  Notable Christian scholar 
Erasmus had already seen the need to produce a new Greek 
and Latin version of the New Testament.  Based on his work 
the 1500s saw many major new Bible translations in the 
language of the people from the pens of William Tyndale, 
Miles Coverdale, Martin Luther, John Rogers, Richard 
Taverner, Matthew Parker and the Puritans in Geneva, 
Switzerland.2 With the emergence in 1439 of Gutenburg’s  
printing press, for the first time in history some Christians at 
least could own their own Bible in their own language

So, the 1500s saw a perfect storm forming across the 
cultural landscape.  On the one hand, a Church with internal 
corruption, possessing a flawed Holy Book and increasingly 
critical of the medieval social structure; on the other, a 
Renaissance/humanist movement calling people back to a 
religious model that predated current religious institutions, 

2 An excellent overview of the history of the English Bible is Neil 
Lightfoot’s How We Got the Bible, 3rd edition 2010 (Baker: Grand 
Rapids, MI).
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promoted individuals over institutions and encouraged 
individuals to resist their social stations and pursue whatever 
was possible for them.  These stormy winds converged into 
the tempest known as the Protestant Reformation.

A critical voice to emerge at this time was Martin 
Luther (1483-1546). He called the Church away from the 
authoritarian rule of clergy and instead insisted on Scripture 
alone (sola scriptura) as the foundation for all Christian 
belief and practice. He desired to make the Bible available to 
people in their own language.  He preached that salvation 
was the free, unmerited gift of God by faith and argued for 
the removal of distinctions between clergy and Church 
members, declaring that all Christians were priests and 
together they were a “priesthood of believers.”  These were 
radical ideas but more understandable and acceptable as 
people became better educated, had greater access to the 
Bible and consequently, desired greater freedom to interpret 
the Bible for themselves.

However, with this greater freedom to interpret the 
Bible for themselves, there developed what historian Alister 
McGrath has described, Christianity’s “dangerous idea.”  

“The idea that lay at the heart of the 16th 
century Reformation which brought 
Protestantism into being, was that the Bible is 
capable of being understood by all Christian 
believers and that they all have the right to 
interpret it and to insist upon their perspective 
being taken seriously” (McGrath, p.2).3

3 Alister McGrath.  Christianity’s Dangerous Idea: The Protestant 
Revolution - A History from the Sixteenth Century to the Twenty-First.  
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This raised troubling questions. Who has the authority to 
define what is faith?  Can everyone simply decide for 
himself how to interpret the scriptures and what the Christian 
faith actually is? 

It is a tragic irony of history that as the Protestant 
Reformation articulated their concerns, there emerged at 
least a chance for the Church to possibly address those 
concerns without the huge Protestant/Catholic division that 
eventually occurred.  But as it turned out, it was a chance 
that was given little chance to succeed.  The Catholic Church 
responded to much of the criticism with its own reform 
movement, the “counter-reformation.” Pope Paul III in fact 
eliminated much of the corruption of priests and the practice 
of indulgences. He improved the preparation of priests, 
worked toward eliminating the politicization of bishops and 
emphasized their parish responsibilities more. It was a 
remarkable time of spiritual renewal in the Catholic Church 
with a renewed emphasis on personal holiness and piety. 
However too many serious differences and too much 
ecclesiastical politics remained between the Catholic Church 
and her protestors and so, unfortunately, the ugly schism of 
Catholic and Protestant believers was not avoided.  The story 
of the separation of believers into Protestants and Catholics 
is of course too complex to address here and unfortunately is 
often told too simplistically.4  But I do not think it is too 
simplistic to suggest that the division was at least partly due 
to leaders at the time failing to discern Paul’s distinctions 

2007 (New York: HarperOne).
4 I would recommend the excellent church history, The Story of 
Christianity (Prince Press: Peabody, MS) by Justo Gonzalez, 2001.
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between the unity that believers should guard and the unity 
that believers should strive to attain. 

The Reformation was not a single movement or idea.  
Multiple movements sprang up concurrently, some actually 
unaware of Martin Luther and his work.  Gradually these 
movements became more or less aligned, though they had 
significant differences. McGrath notes, it was a time when 
“everything was in a state of flux, the various reforming 
movements of the era shared no clear sense of a common set 
of beliefs…or way of interpreting the Bible” (McGrath, p. 
63).  In the beginning what they had in common was their 
protest of an authoritarian Catholicism.  Eventually these 
groups would war against each other, but in the beginning 
the proverb, “The enemy of my enemy is my friend” seemed 
to be the rule. 

The consequences of McGrath’s dangerous idea began 
to be manifest more and more. Despite all claiming the Bible 
as their sole authority for faith, different interpretations of 
the Bible persisted, leading to different visions of how to 
reform the Church.  “If the Bible had ultimate authority who 
had the right to interpret the Bible?” (McGrath p. 70). This 
problem was addressed in various ways.  One way was for 
the church in a city to elect a council to settle interpretation 
issues. This led to strong civic unity in different European 
cities like Basel, Constance, Geneva and Zurich.  In 
Germany and Switzerland almost all the cities became 
Protestant cities.  But this only led to more disagreement as 
each city council had different interpretations of scripture.  
“It seemed as if there were as many reformations as there 
were cities” (McGrath, p. 74).  Soon these differing 
Protestant groups divided not just from Catholics but from 
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themselves.  Efforts were made to bridge differences, most 
significantly “The Augsburg Confession” written by one of 
the more peaceful of the reformers, Lutheran Philip 
Melanchthon. But efforts for unity and peace were 
repeatedly thwarted as each side insisted on its own 
interpretations. During this time of division, Peter Meiderlin 
wrote a book, A Prayerful Admonition for Peace to the 
Theologians of the Augsburg Confession. In it he would pen 
the first version of what would become known as the “peace 
saying”, unity in necessary things, liberty in doubtful things 
and charity in all things (Rollman, 1997). 

However, pleas for unity went largely unheeded and 
Protestantism divided into mainly two warring camps, those 
who followed Luther and those who followed a reformer 
named Zwingli whose movement would become known as 
the Reformed Church.  Later John Calvin would emerge as 
leader of the Reformed Church.  A third group of Protestants 
dissatisfied with the reforms of both Luther and Calvin were 
the Anabaptists. They advocated even more radical reforms. 
They insisted on believer’s baptism, hence the name 
“anabaptist” (again baptized). They also refused to swear 
allegiance to secular powers, refused to take up arms or fight 
in wars, opposed the death penalty and rejected the 
traditional doctrine of the Trinity.  Extreme? Yes, but they 
took seriously Christianity’s “dangerous idea” that believers 
are free to interpret the Bible themselves.  In a few decades 
the reformation resulted in several major divisions.  “The 
appeal to the Bible had once seemed so simple, so 
straightforward, so liberating. Now many were longing for 
stability and wondering whether someone might bring about 
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the order they so earnestly desired in the midst of this 
theological chaos” (McGrath, p. 82).

That someone would be John Calvin (1509-1564).  His 
book, Institutes of the Christian Religion, provided that 
much needed order and it became the preeminent guide for 
interpreting the Bible.  Calvin wrote the book to provide the 
scholar and the common man a guide for Bible 
interpretation.  The book enjoyed unprecedented popularity 
with study guides, flowcharts and diagrams published to 
accompany it. Translated into Dutch, English, French, 
German and Spanish it was easily one of if not the most 
accessible book in the Protestant world.  Soon Calvinists, 
Lutherans and Anabaptists began emphasizing their 
differences with each other even more than their common 
differences with Catholicism.  Controversy turned into 
combat in what became known as Europe’s 30 Years’ War 
(1618-1648), which was essentially a religious civil war 
between Anabaptists, Lutherans, Calvinists and Catholics 
and their respective nations.  

And then there was England. English reformers did not 
have the same dissatisfaction with the Catholic Church and 
so did not initially embrace Protestantism.  What led to the 
Church of England becoming independent was the politics 
surrounding the Pope’s refusal to approve King Henry VIII’s 
(he reigned from 1509-1547) request for a divorce.  An 
angry Henry established The Church of England and 
declared himself head of it.  The result was a very confused 
England.  Henry’s son Edward (he reigned from 1547-1553) 
tried to make England Protestant.  When he died Queen 
Mary (she reigned from 1553-1558) wanted England to be 
Catholic. Under her reign Protestants fled to Switzerland 
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fearing persecution, referred to as the “Marian exile”.  Queen 
Elizabeth (she reigned from 1558-1603) sought to make 
England both Protestant and Catholic allowing the exiled 
Protestants to return. They did return but now with a strong 
Calvinist faith, forged in the more Calvinistic teachings of 
Geneva.  They did not like Elizabeth’s attempts to appease 
everyone by her ordered compromises. This agitated group 
became known as the Puritans. They wanted to reform 
England much more seriously than Elizabeth’s more 
domesticated version of Protestantism which became known 
as Anglicanism. When Elizabeth died, Puritans were excited 
about their new monarch, King James from Scotland (he 
reigned from 1567-1625).  James had supported the Calvinist 
reforms of John Knox and helped create Scotland’s 
Reformed Church. But James disappointed the Puritans. He 
too tried to appease Catholics, Anglicans and Puritans. He 
authorized a new translation to replace the Puritan’s “Geneva 
Bible.”  It wasn’t so much their Bible that troubled James but 
the marginal notes in their Bible that, among other things, 
undermined the doctrine of the divine right of kings and the 
king’s final authority. James hoped his new translation, The 
King James version, would replace the popular Geneva 
Bible.  It was a massive commercial failure.  Puritans grew 
more powerful in England and when James’ son Charles 
took reign (he reigned from 1625-1649), England had her 
own religious war between Puritans and moderate 
Protestants from 1640-1646.  

Under their leader, Oliver Cromwell (he reigned from 
1653-1658) the Puritans won the war but lost the country.  
Their imposed radical reforms were oppressive; Puritan 
factions fought with each other. Eventually the Puritan 
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government collapsed under the weight of its own disunity. 
In response to all the theological conflict, one Puritan of that 
time, Richard Baxter, was widely known for his own call for 
unity among Christians, often quoting Meiderlin’s phrase, 
unity in things necessary, liberty in things unnecessary and 
charity in all.

One hundred years after Martin Luther’s death, 
Protestantism’s dream of a reformed, united Church became 
the nightmare of a divided, warring Church. Europe and 
Great Britain became weary of religious wars if not religion 
itself.  For many, religion was no longer the answer. People 
looked for ways that diverse believers and even non-
believers might coexist. Partly because of such constant 
conflict and controversy, religion was losing its legitimacy 
and influence in many parts of the world. The world was 
gradually becoming more secular, embracing reason over 
faith, science over superstition.  Intolerant Christianity had 
bred an intolerance for Christians. Historians labeled this era 
the Enlightenment and perhaps the age’s greatest philosopher 
was John Locke. He certainly wrote what many consider the 
greatest document of that time, Letters on Toleration. It 
called for a greater acceptance of religious diversity. Locke 
was a Christian philosopher, which in the world that was 
emerging, was becoming more the exception than the rule. 
His essay would have a huge influence on all future 
reformers. 

Society was becoming not just more secular, but more 
immoral as well. In the late 1600s to the early 1700s, 
England descended into decadence: drunkenness and 
gambling was rampant, popular entertainment was filled 
with debauchery including the torture of animals and public 
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executions, newborns were routinely abandoned, and 
children were exploited into forced labor.  One major 
philosopher of the time wrote that morality and religion in 
Britain had collapsed "to a degree that was never known in 
any Christian country" (Berkely, 1736).5 

At the very time of such moral collapse another 
movement began to flourish, “Pietism.”  Believers were 
encouraged to put less emphasis on religious creeds and 
statements of faith and more emphasis on devotional study, 
spirituality, good works and a personal relationship with 
God. The roots of Pietism actually dated back to a German 
pastor, Phillip Jakob Spener in Frankfurt who felt the need 
for moral and religious reform in his own German Lutheran 
church. He believed spirituality was too often sacrificed in 
the zeal for orthodoxy. In 1675 Spener wrote An Earnest 
Desire for the Reform of the True Evangelical Church and in 
it he called for home Bible studies, a priesthood of all 
believers, emphasis on practice not just knowledge of faith, 
more charitable treatment of those who differ, and more 
emphasis in preaching on the transformation of the inner 
man.  Spener’s movement eventually influenced two 
brothers, John and Charles Wesley, whose methods of 
spiritual formation came to be known as “Methodism” and 
also the revivalist preaching of George Whitefield.  
Eventually a movement known as the “Great Awakening” 
dramatically reformed English culture. Christians set up 
ministries in prisons, workhouses, hospitals and every corner 

5 Rev. G. N. Wright, “A Discourse Addressed to Magistrates and Men in 
Authority Occasioned by the Enormous License and Irreligion of the 
Times.” in The Words of George Berkely, 1943, p. 214 (London, J. 
Haddon).
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of English life.  The movement produced the great 
abolitionist William Wilberforce whose influence led to the 
end of slavery in England. Religious books and pamphlets 
were distributed widely.  Bible and mission societies were 
established. The Pietist movement did more than change the 
culture of England; some say it saved England, an age of 
faith rising up to meet the age of reason.  It certainly did 
change England but perhaps its greatest impact would be on 
England’s unruly colony across the Atlantic.

Puritans had already been migrating to America to find 
a greater acceptance for their unorthodox faith. Their 
presence helped fuel the Great Awakening in the States.  
Revivalists like George Whitfield, Jonathan Edwards and 
Francis Asbury traveled across the country. As this new, 
American, people developed, two forces would compete to 
shape their character. These movements would fuel their 
eventual revolution and the birth of their new nation, the 
Enlightenment’s rationalism and the Great Awakening’s 
spirituality.6 The older European denominations, the 
Presbyterians, Anglicans and Baptists would be transformed 
into newer American versions.  Reformed Calvinist theology 
would moderate its hard-core predestination as it confronted 
new ideas about individual freedom, both political and 
religious.7  Even newer versions of Protestantism would 
flourish in America, newer results of Christianity’s most 
dangerous idea: the Society of Friends or Quakers, and its 
more radical sister, the Shakers, Roger Williams and his 

6 A good study of these two influences is Garry Willis’ Head and Heart: 
American Christianities (New York: Penguin, 2007).
7 See E. Brooks Hollifield, Theology in America: Christian Thought 
From the Age of the Puritans to the Civil War, (especially part one, 
“Calvinist Origins).”
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Puritan dissenters, Unitarians, Congregationalists. All 
imbibed the intoxicating mixture of political and religious 
freedom. America was a kind of new Eden, a new Jerusalem, 
a shining city on a hill.  Christianity’s most dangerous idea 
was never more fruitful, never more hopeful.  One of those 
shining cities was Bethany, West Virginia, the home of 
Bethany College and the center for a new movement led by 
men like Thomas and Alexander Campbell, Barton W. 
Stone, Walter Scott and many other forefathers of what 
would become known as the Restoration Movement, the 
movement that we will look at in the next chapter.

But first let me conclude this admittedly oversimplified 
survey of 300 years of church history by noting a few 
recurring themes.  First, it has always been difficult for 
Christians to discern the difference between the unity of the 
Spirit given to us when we accept Christ and the unity of 
faith believers strive to attain as they grow up into Christ.  
Secondly, it has always been the passion of some believers to 
build bridges rather than raise walls between believers, to 
emphasize what we believe in common rather than our 
differences.  Thirdly, division and strife between believers 
has always led to greater disinterest in Christ among 
unbelievers.  Given our Lord’s prayer in John 17, that all of 
us who follow him be one “so that the world may believe,” it 
is my hope that we at Quaker will always be a people known 
for building bridges rather than raising walls.  It is that 
attitude that is emphasized in Peter Meidelin’s peace saying.
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From Bethany 
to Gunter

As mentioned in the previous chapter, an unfortunate 
consequence of the Protestant Reformation was that it helped 
lead to a war in Europe and Great Britain, dividing 
Christians even more.  The reformers’ vision of returning to 
a simple, biblical Christianity proved elusive to say the least.  
Reform movements crystallized into formal and exclusive 
denominations. However, in response, the Pietist movement 
and the Great Awakening represented the persistent 
reforming impulse ever present in the Church, the impulse 
that faith should be less about sectarian creeds and more 
about life transformation. While those movements impacted 
Europe, the Enlightenment would have a greater impact. The 
influence of philosophers like Jean Jacques Rousseau, 
Francois-Marie Voltaire and Thomas Hobbs led increasingly 
to a religiously indifferent culture culminating in an anti-
religious French Revolution.  

In Great Britain the influence of the reform and the 
Enlightenment was more mixed as seen in the two most 
influential philosophers of the time. John Locke, a son of 
Puritans, blended his Enlightenment and reform ideas. He 
sought to reform Christianity and society not through 
sectarian creeds, but on the basis of self-evident and rational 
essentials on which all could agree.  On the other hand, 
Scotland produced David Hume whose philosophy of 
skepticism undermined all confidence in reason and logic.  
For Hume all beliefs were arbitrary.  Religion was more 
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divisive than unifying and ultimately not helpful to society.  
The reform movement certainly remained active in Great 
Britain, but gradually it became focused more on the greater 
potential promised by a new land across the Atlantic. So, 
reformers set sail for America, an ideal place for new and 
radical thinking. 

America was a New Eden theologically and politically. 
Reformers saw America as a perfect place to return to 
biblical Christianity and eliminate the corrupting influences 
of history.  The Pilgrims came first.  In America they were 
able to separate from the Church of England without 
persecution. The Puritans soon followed.  Their intent was 
not to separate from the Anglican Church but to create a 
more perfect one, John Winthrop’s “city on a hill,” showing 
Britain what the Church could be.  Increasingly, reformers of 
all stripes came to America to realize their own unique and 
quite varied religious visions.  

America was promising and problematic because no 
denomination had dominance in America.  Instead of 
establishing one state church, each state tended to attract 
different churches: Puritans, Congregationalists and 
Anglicans in New England, Lutherans, Presbyterians and 
Quakers in the middle colonies, Catholics in Maryland, 
Baptists and Methodists more in the southern colonies, and 
dissenters like Roger Williams up in Rhode Island. 
Christianity’s dangerous idea, that believers could interpret 
the Bible themselves, flourished in America bringing more 
religious innovation and unfortunately, more division. 

Reformers had trouble building their “city on a hill.” 
American churches soon had similar problems as their 
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counterparts in the old country.  Great Awakening preachers 
like Jonathan Edwards sought to revive the churches, calling 
for a more personal, emotional faith experience. Many had 
such experiences, but the Awakening also led to greater 
division among believers.  Christians who came to America 
to be free to practice their own understanding of Christianity 
frankly were often not willing to extend that freedom to 
others. America became as religiously conflicted and divided 
as the old country, maybe more. 

This led Americans to envision something quite new in 
history, to separate Church and State, to be a nation more 
tolerant of the different Protestant groups, Catholics and even 
Jews, while not officially endorsing any. America’s founding 
fathers were of course very aware of the church persecution in 
England and Europe and designed a political structure that 
prevented any form of the Church from having such central 
power.  America’s political leaders themselves were a mixed 
bag religiously.  Some, like Sam Adams and Patrick Henry, 
were orthodox Christians, but others like Jefferson, Franklin, 
Madison and Paine, while respectful of Jesus and of religion, 
questioned the doctrines of the divinity of Jesus and the 
Trinity. They saw religion as valuable for promoting morality 
and order in society, but were not fans of organized religion. 
They wanted to promote religious freedom without any 
religion being too dominant.  This unprecedented political and 
religious freedom was part of the fuel that fired up the 
Revolution. The stunning victory over Britain led Americans 
to believe something special was happening in history.  For 
those who drank from the well of the Enlightenment, it was 
the beginning of a new kind of nation.  For those who drank 
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the living water, it was nothing less than the dawning of a 
new millennium.

It was in this environment that the second Great 
Awakening occurred, partly as a response to the growing 
Enlightenment influence in America.  Intense emotional 
revivals brought together believers of every denomination. 
The most significant revival was in Cane Ridge, Kentucky 
drawing over 25,000 people.  This revival had a profound 
influence on a Presbyterian pastor named Barton W. Stone.  
Moved by the experiences he saw, he believed God was 
working in all denominations to bring about a new age. Two 
other men, Thomas Campbell and his son Alexander were 
also concerned about the divisive nature of the 
denominations and sought unity among Christians.  The 
Campbells, especially Alexander, were disturbed by the 
emotionalism of the Great Awakening revivals.  Though they 
did not embrace the skepticism of the Enlightenment, they 
were influenced by its emphasis on the promise of human 
rationalism.  Stone, the Campbells, and others would become 
leaders of a new religious movement indigenous to America, 
the Restoration Movement.  Though this movement would 
impact several regions in the new nation, its center was in 
Bethany, VA (later in 1861 this part of Virginia became part 
of West Virginia).  Here was where the Movement’s first 
major college was located, Bethany College, established by 
Alexander Campbell in 1841 and continues today.   

Like practically everyone in the early 1800s, Stone and 
Campbell were millennialists. They believed in a 1,000 year 
reign of peace on earth. Some, like Stone, were pre-
millennial, believing that Christ would return and bring in 
the millennium himself and reign on the earth for a 1,000 
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years. Others, like Campbell, were post-millennial, believing 
the 1,000 year reign would be accomplished through the 
Church’s transforming influence in the world culminating 
with Christ’s return.  Given the historically unprecedented 
emergence and character of their new nation, both Campbell 
and Stone, like most Christians in early 19th century 
America, were confident they were living in or near the 
millennial time. Both also saw the unity of Christians as key 
to the millennium’s arrival. A saying of Stone’s was, “Let 
Christian unity be our polar star.”  Because he felt exclusive 
denominational creeds, including his own Presbyterian 
creed, contributed to religious division, he helped write the 
first major document of our movement, The Last Will and 
Testament of the Springfield Presbytery.   In it were 
statements like, 

We will that this body die, be dissolved and sink into the 
union with the Body of Christ at large; 

for there is but one body, and one spirit, even as we are 
called in one hope of our calling.  

We will that the people may have free course to the Bible 
and adopt the law of the spirit of life in Christ.  

We will that the people henceforth take the Bible as the 
only sure guide to heaven. 

We will that the preachers and people cultivate a spirit 
of mutual forbearance, pray more and dispute less” 
(full text in appendix). 

Stone called his followers simply Christians.  They 
practiced believer’s immersion, like the Anabaptists, though 
not requiring it, lest they divide the Church more than any 
creed ever had.  Stone began a paper, The Christian 
Messenger, promoting unity among Christians and his 
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movement grew to include Methodists, Baptists as well as 
his own Presbyterians. 

The Last Will and Testament was written in 1804.  That 
same year Thomas Campbell was an Old Light, Anti-
Burgher, Seceder, Presbyterian pastor in Ireland.  But 
Thomas had grown weary of the religious division his long 
religious label implied and began trying to heal his divided 
church. In 1809 he moved to America and soon wrote the 
second major document of our movement, The Declaration 
and Address.  In it he expressed a desire to see division 
among Christians ended. The document has 13 propositions 
on the importance of Christian unity. Here is a summary of 
the basic ideas written by my father, Thomas Langford, in 
the June, 1979 issue of Gospel Tidings.

1. The Church of Christ upon earth is essentially, intentionally, and 
constitutionally one; consisting of all those in every place that 
profess their faith in Christ and obedience to him in all things 
according to Scripture.

2. Although the Church of Christ upon earth must necessarily exist in 
particular and distinct societies, locally separate from one another, 
there ought to be no schisms, no uncharitable divisions among them.

3. Nothing ought to be inculcated upon Christians as articles of faith or 
required as terms of communion, but what is expressly taught in and 
enjoined upon them by the word of God.

4. Although the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments are 
inseparably connected, the New Testament is a perfect constitution 
for the worship, discipline, and government of the New Testament 
Church.

5. Nothing ought to be received into the faith and worship of the 
Church, or be made a term of communion among Christians, that is 
not as old as the New Testament.

6. Although inferences and deductions from Scripture premises, when 
fairly inferred, may be truly called the doctrine of God’s holy word, 
yet they are not formally binding upon Christians farther than they 
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perceive the connection; for their faith must not stand in the wisdom 
of men, but in the power and veracity of God.

7. Although doctrinal exhibitions of the great system of Divine truths be 
highly expedient, yet as these must be in great measure the effect of 
human reasoning, they ought not be made terms of Christian 
communion.

8. It is not necessary that persons should have a particular knowledge 
of all Divinely-revealed truths in order to entitle them to a place in 
the Church: neither should they be required to make a profession 
more extensive than their knowledge.

9. All that are enabled through grace to make such a profession, and to 
manifest the reality of it in their tempers and conduct, should 
consider each other as the brethren, children of the same family and 
Father.

10. Division among Christians is a horrid evil; it is anti-Christian as it 
destroys the visible unity of the body of Christ.

11. A neglect of the revealed will of God and an assumed authority for 
making human opinions and human inventions terms of communion 
are and have been the immediate and obvious causes of the 
corruptions and divisions in the Church of God.

12. None should be received as members of the Church but such as 
profess faith in Christ and obedience to him in all things according 
to the Scriptures. None should be retained in her communion longer 
than they continue to manifest the reality of their profession by their 
temper and conduct.

13. If circumstances necessary to the observance of Divine ordinances 
be not found in Scripture, only such as are absolutely necessary for 
this purpose should be adopted under the title of human expedients, 
without any pretense for a more sacred origin.8

Campbell regretted the divisions created by demanding 
people not just accept the Bible but also accept particular 
interpretations of the Bible expressed in the creeds of the 
denominations. Campbell was not opposed to creeds only 
their misuse when the human reasoning of a believer, was 

8 Thomas Langford, “The Declaration and Address” Gospel Tidings, 
June, 1979.
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presented to be, like the Scriptures, an article of faith for all 
believers.  It’s not certain if Campbell knew Peter Meiderlin 
and Richard Baxter’s “peace saying,” In essentials unity, in 
opinions liberty, in all things charity, but his Declaration 
and Address was certainly inspired by the same spirit.

As Thomas Campbell was writing his “Declaration,” 
son Alexander was attending the University of Glasgow in 
Scotland. There he was influenced by, among others, the 
reformers Robert and James Haldane. They too emphasized 
focusing on the simple gospel facts of the Bible (rather than 
creedal confessions) and returning to simple New Testament 
Church practice and structure.  They practiced weekly 
communion, mutual ministry led by a plurality of elders and 
immersion baptism.  Most of all they argued for the freedom 
to follow their conscience rather than church creeds when 
interpreting Scripture. When he later came to America and 
read his father’s document, Alexander was glad they had 
come to similar conclusions about the nature of the Church.

Eventually the Stone and Campbell movements became 
aware of each other and joined forces. It wasn’t an easy 
alliance.  Stone was more like the Pietist movements 
emphasizing reform through spiritual transformation by the 
Holy Spirit.  Campbell advocated a more Puritan approach of 
restoring biblical practices and structures, what he called the 
“Ancient Order of Things.”  At the heart of both men 
however was freedom of conscience and passion for unity, 
which they demonstrated themselves since they disagreed on 
many doctrines: their views on the millennium, the nature of 
the Trinity, the work of the Holy Spirit, the weekly 
observance of the Lord’s Supper, the ordination of ministers 
and the essentiality of baptism by immersion.  These were 
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not insignificant differences, but Stone and Campbell agreed 
that while the foundation of Christianity must not change, 
there must be freedom for different understandings as 
Christians build on that foundation.  That view was 
popularly expressed in two mottos of the movement, 
“Christians only, not the only Christians” and “Where the 
Bible speaks we speak, where the Bible is silent we are 
silent.”  

To understand the Restoration Movement we must 
understand what Stone and Campbell meant by restoration.  
Their goal was not to restore the Church, but to restore to the 
Church biblical teachings and practices that had been lost or 
neglected.  Campbell and Stone never believed the Church 
had ever ceased to exist.  The denominational creeds divided 
believers but they considered believers in the denominations 
as brethren.  They believed the teachers in the denominations 
basically taught the truth concerning the foundations of 
Christianity. The problem was the insistence, especially by 
the clergy, on dividing Christians based on the creeds that 
expressed honest but different opinions on matters of 
interpretation and practice.  This clerical domination is 
precisely why they had left Great Britain and Europe. 

The early Restoration leaders never believed that 
Christians would totally agree on all their interpretations of 
Scripture.  Thomas Campbell had made that clear in his 
Declaration and Address. A tolerance for those differences 
was seen not just in the differences between Campbell and 
Stone, but the movement’s tolerance of differences so 
controversial as Calvinism and Arminianism (i.e. 
predestination and free will).  Alexander Campbell wrote, 
“We have no wish or inclination to prove Calvinism or 
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Arminianism to be true. We only say that neither of them is 
the gospel which Peter preached.” 9 Campbell argued we 
should simply preach the gospel, not theories (whether 
Arminian or Calvinist or any other) about the gospel.  

That was their key concern, the gospel.  The movement 
sought to eliminate the tyranny of creeds that did not allow 
believers to honestly differ with one another about matters of 
faith that were less evident than the facts of the gospel. Such 
matters were not unimportant, just not essential.  Alexander 
argued that what were essential were the self-evident facts of 
the Gospel: Christ’s incarnation, death, resurrection, 
exaltation and the Holy Spirit’s descent upon the Church.  
Others simplified it even more to Peter’s confession that 
Jesus is the Christ, the son of the God. They embraced 
Christianity’s dangerous idea, that every man has the right to 
interpret the Bible himself.  What they did not embrace was 
the right to make one’s interpretation more important than 
the Church’s unity.  Unfortunately, that is exactly what 
would happen in the Restoration Movement.

To understand how this happened we must appreciate 
the wide spread enthusiasm of these Restoration Christians.  
They believed they were living at the dawn of the 
millennium, however they interpreted it, and the unity of 
God’s people was instrumental to the millennium happening.  
They saw a nation appear in the world that provided an 
unprecedented opportunity in all of history for just such a 
millennium to occur.  They saw remarkable and abundant 
evidence that Christians were in fact leaving their 
denominational allegiances and embracing the ideal of being 

9 Millennial Harbinger, 1834, Number 10, Volume V. pg. 587.
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Christians only.  Their numbers were growing. Colleges and 
Bible schools were established to train young people.  
Numerous journals networked believers across the country 
by the tens of thousands. 

Campbell called his journal The Millennial Harbinger 
because he believed his generation had been chosen to be 
God’s harbingers, to eliminate sectarian divisions and to help 
bring the millennial dawn.  That unity would not be brought 
by speculative and complicated creeds written by men, but 
by the simple reading of the Bible.  No creed but the Bible.  
We unite on the Bible alone.  Let’s just believe and do what 
it says. How hard could that be? Campbell developed what 
he felt was a simple way to do that, a three-pronged 
approach to determining what were the essentials the Bible 
commanded us to believe and do.  If the Bible gave a direct 
command then Christians should follow it.  If the Bible gave 
a clearly approved example of how to obey a command, 
Christians should do that.  And if there was no clear 
command or example, but there was a clear and necessary 
inference about what Christians should believe or do, they 
should do that as well.  For Campbell this wasn’t a method to 
restore a lost Church, but to reform an imperfect one. 
Restoration leaders were optimistic that God had revealed to 
them the right tools at the right time to help usher in the long 
awaited “last times.”  

But the future did not turn out as expected. The initial 
excitement about people leaving denominations soon 
dampened as it became increasingly apparent denominations 
were here to stay.  And believers of all denominations were 
about to experience a profound change in their religious 
optimism and hope for their country. It was soon clear that it 
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was not the millennium that was around the corner. These 
eager harbingers of a new millennium soon discovered that 
what was coming was war, civil war.  Ironically a movement 
passionate to unite brothers in the denominations would see 
those same brothers go to war against each other in opposing 
armies. After the war everything would change.

Northern churches enjoyed the spoils of victory while 
their southern brethren were dealt a physical, financial, 
emotional, psychological and spiritually devastating blow.  
Scholars debate the effect of the war on the movement. 
Campbell insisted the war did not, could not divide the 
movement because their unity was not based on agreement 
on such issues as slavery. But after the war, southern 
churches were different than their northern brethren.  
Northern churches had overwhelmingly supported the Union, 
arguing that the Bible clearly supported the abolition of 
slavery.  Southern churches had just as strongly opposed the 
ending of slavery arguing the Bible clearly supports slavery.  
Northern church leaders tended to be more educated and 
better supported, their churches were more urban, their 
buildings were more elaborate; southern churches were 
largely rural, preachers were less educated and members 
were poorer and socially more marginalized.  Differences 
that disturbed the churches before the war, divided the 
churches after, issues like the millennial question, 
instrumental music, missionary societies, support of 
preachers, the general concern about worldliness and 
involvement in society.  Northern churches more eagerly 
engaged culture, were more politically connected to society; 
their membership would produce the 20th president of the 
United States, James Garfield.  Southern churches were 
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typically more disengaged from culture, less political. A 
major southern leader, David Lipscomb, authored a classic 
Restoration book, Civil Government, taking a more pacifist 
position and arguing against holding political office or 
military participation. 

As a new generation of leaders emerged in the southern 
churches, their influence subtly changed the definition of 
restoration.  Restoration and unity had originally been a 
package deal.  Early reformers sought to restore the ancient 
order of things to the Church. But many teachers in the 
southern churches began presenting a new kind of 
restorationism.  They taught that those who restored the 
apostolic practices were the Church; those who had not, were 
not. Past restoration leaders had called for Christians to come 
out of the denominations.  Now southern leaders refused to 
call anyone in a denomination a Christian, or at least a 
“member of the Church,” code language for those who were 
saved. Consequently, Churches of Christ increasingly got the 
reputation of thinking they were the only ones who would be 
saved.  Calling out the denominations wasn’t enough. 
Southern restoration churches debated each other with just as 
much zeal on a growing number of issues. Now that the 
definition of restoration was to restore the true church, a 
difference of opinion on what must be restored was grounds 
for division.  

One northern leader who advocated the original spirit of 
unity, Isaac Errett in Cincinnati, Ohio, was editor of the 
Christian Standard.  Many feel Errett was the most 
influential leader in the movement after Campbell’s death. 
Errett wrote another major document of the movement 
entitled “Our Position” which closed with this statement.  In 
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essentials…we must be one; in non-essentials…we must be 
left free, guided only by that law of love which will ever lead 
us to seek the things that make for peace.10 In another place 
he wrote, If a people pleading for the union of all Christians 
can not maintain the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace 
in their own limited communion… then is this plea for union 
as ridiculous a farce as was ever played before the public.11 

Not all southern leaders were as harsh and divisive in 
their rhetoric, but unfortunately southern churches came to 
embrace the sentiments of Daniel Sommer’s 1899 statement 
entitled Address and Declaration. Curiously it reversed the 
title and certainly the spirit of Campbell’s earlier 
Declaration and Address.  Sommer felt many of the current 
practices in churches were unbiblical innovations not found 
in the early church.  He taught that anyone doing such things 
were not brethren. After the war the Restoration Movement 
essentially divided into two camps, Churches of Christ 
primarily in the south, Christian Churches primarily in the 
north, a division formally recognized in the 1906 national 
census.  

The early 1900s saw in Churches of Christ not a 
movement to unite Christians in the denominations by 
restoring to the Church biblical patterns, but churches that 
saw themselves as the restored Church, characterized by 
worship and church practices authorized by either 
commands, approved examples or necessary inferences.  

10 Isaac Errett, “Our Position” in Charles Young, Historical Documents 
Advocating Church Union, 1904, pg. 333 (Chicago, Christian Century), 
reproduced by John Allen Hudson, Ed. 1955, The Old Path Books Club, 
Rosemead, CA.
11 Isaac Errett, Christian Standard 4 (3 July 1869) 213.
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These churches were almost universally uniform in their 
practices of a capella worship, weekly observance of the 
Lord’s supper, immersion baptism, plurality of elders and 
women’s silence in the worship service.  But this approach to 
restoring the New Testament Church was not without major 
problems. Essentially it seemed to breed division.  Churches 
divided on issues like supporting missionary societies, using 
Sunday Schools, the number of cups in communion and 
whether or not it was biblical to support full time, located 
preachers.  

Each issue spawned its own network of churches and 
journals.  Editors of these journals were a powerful influence 
sometimes called “editor bishops” articulating their separate 
viewpoints.  Traveling evangelists became popular as they 
debated the issues from town to town and then published the 
debates in their journals for all to read. Relations were so 
surly that one historian described this time as the era of the 
“fighting style” particularly manifest in Texas.12   In 1906, 
the same year the Restoration Movement officially divided, a 
written debate on the Sunday School was published in the 
Firm Foundation.  The debaters were R. L. Whiteside and N. 
L. Clark.  Clark was from Gunter, Texas, president of Gunter 
Bible College and essentially the father of one segment of 
the Restoration Movement that would come to be known as 
the Non-Sunday School Churches of Christ. Their story will 
be told in the next chapter.

Once again, we see the challenge of reforming and 
restoring the simple biblical practices and unity of the 

12 Richard Hughes, Reviving the Ancient Faith, 1996. pgs. 176-185 
(Eerdmans, Grand Rapids, MI).
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Church proving difficult.  Rather than accept the reality that 
Christians who believe in the authority of Scripture will 
sometimes interpret Scripture differently, many Restoration 
preachers argued that their understandings were not 
“interpretations” but the clear and obvious meaning of the 
text.  To disagree was not a matter of difference in 
interpretation but either simply a lack of awareness of the 
correct interpretation or a lack of honesty and an unholy 
allegiance to one’s denomination rather than to the Lord and 
his Scripture.  Once again Christianity’s dangerous idea of 
giving individuals the right to interpret the Bible for 
themselves ends up as a freedom to divide rather than a 
freedom to disagree. Once again divisions about how to 
interpret Scripture and insistence on those interpretations 
lead to great conflict between believers, even war.  One 
major historian argues that the Civil War was America’s 
religious war, as both the North and the South based their 
cause on their interpretation of Scripture.13  And once again 
voices emerge pleading for unity among believers in spite of 
their differences.  In the next chapter we will see the spirit of 
the “peace saying” emerge again as various leaders call for 
greater unity. Some of those voices are responsible for the 
movement that will eventually birth our congregation.

13 Mark Noll, The Civil War as a Theological Crisis. 2006 (University of 
North Carolina: Chapel Hill, NC).
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From Gunter 
to Kerrville

In my reading of various histories of the Churches of 
Christ, it seems to me not enough attention is given to the 
impact of the Civil War on the movement.  Restoration 
churches were not an official denomination so they could 
not officially divide as did many denominations after the 
war (e.g. Baptists, Methodists and Presbyterians). And yet 
there were certainly major differences between northern and 
southern Restoration churches, differences that essentially 
became grounds for a de facto division between the 
Christian Churches in the north and Churches of Christ in 
the south. Churches of Christ in the south were inevitably 
shaped by the events following the Civil War.  How could 
they not be?  The aftermath of the war saw southerners 
wrestling with heartbreaking circumstances profoundly 
different from their northern brethren.  Northerners enjoyed 
the benefits of being the winners of the war, southerners 
dealt with the downside of being the losers.  The initial 
motivation of the Restoration Movement was the 
excitement of the coming millennium evidenced by 
Christians in all denominations uniting around New 
Testament Christianity. Before the war it all seemed so 
possible; after the war it was all so profoundly different.

Even before the war there were growing differences 
between the northern and southern churches, differences in 
fact, according to historian Mark Noll, that were a part of 
the reason our nation went to war, differences on how to 
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read the Bible. “The political standoff that led to war was 
matched by an interpretive standoff. No common meaning 
could be discovered in the Bible, which almost everyone in 
the United States professed to honor.”14  Without getting too 
complicated, northern abolitionist preachers, in their 
arguments against slavery, had to deal with the fact that the 
Bible doesn’t clearly condemn slavery.  In fact the Bible 
instructs both slaves and slave owners on how they should 
act.  If one reads the Bible as if it were to be applied today 
in the same way it was applied in the first century it 
becomes difficult to oppose slavery.  Perhaps that is why 
many Bible teachers in the North began to read the Bible 
differently, interpreting it in a way that supported its 
authority and at the same time understood some commands 
as limited to the first century.  Churches in the south had 
little need to change their way of interpreting scripture.  If 
the Bible was not opposed to slavery, there was no reason 
for them to be. That more literal approach to interpreting 
Scripture also supported the more exclusive vision of the 
restoration movement in Churches of Christ.  The Civil War 
was as much a battle over how to interpret the Bible as 
anything. Not surprisingly, the next great cultural 
movement to affect Christians was the battle over the Bible.  

As the Renaissance movement of the 1500s and 1600s 
led to the Protestant Reformation, and the Enlightenment of 
the 1700s led to the revivalism of the Great Awakenings, 
the Modernist movement in the latter 1800s and early 1900s 
led to a Christian response known as Fundamentalism.  
Fundamentalism stressed several basic core doctrines of the 

14 Mark Noll, p. 4
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faith that were being questioned or at least re-examined by 
some modern Christians, issues like Biblical inspiration or 
inerrancy, the virgin birth, the historical reliability of the 
miracles of Jesus, the atonement for sins by Christ’s death 
on the cross and the bodily resurrection of Jesus.  
Fundamentalists argued such doctrines were essential to 
preserve the integrity and ideal of the early church and from 
the beginning fundamentalists were fighters. Baptist editor 
Curtis Lee Laws first coined the term in 1920. “We suggest 
that those who still cling to the great fundamentals and who 
mean to do battle royal for the fundamentals shall be called 
Fundamentalists.”15 A theme verse for this contentious 
movement was Jude 3, “earnestly contend for the faith once 
delivered to the saints.”  With the development of radio and 
television and greater mobility in transportation, traveling 
evangelists proliferated in fundamentalist churches.  These 
evangelists were typically highly emotional and their 
preaching often contentious.  Some of the better known 
names were J Frank Norris, Dwight L. Moody, R. A. Torrey 
and Billy Sunday. With their caustic, militant style, the 
highly combative sermons and debates became popular.  
Norris, often referred to in the media as a pistol-packing 
preacher, actually did shoot and kill a man who angrily 
threatened him in response to a sermon.  People apparently 
liked his fiery preaching.  After the killing and the trial that 
followed, Norris’ Baptist Church in Ft. Worth gained 
thousands of new attenders.

As previously mentioned, Church of Christ historian, 
Richard Hughes, describes Churches of Christ in the early 

15 Curtis Lee Law, The Watchman Examiner. July 1, 1920.
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twentieth century, especially in Texas, as embracing “the 
fighting style.”  He attributes the rough and tumble theology 
of Texas partly to the generally wild and even violent 
lifestyle of the Texas frontier.  The preeminent paper for 
Churches of Christ in Texas was Firm Foundation, begun in 
1884 and edited by Austin McGary.  McGary was the 
quintessential “fighting preacher.”  Growing up uninterested 
in religion, a “hard-bitten and much-feared” lawman, when 
he became religious, Hughes notes he “brought to his 
religion the same tough, fighting style he employed as a 
lawman ‘firing mighty salvos of shot and shell… into the 
ranks of the enemy.’”16 Churches of Christ not only fought 
the denominations, they fought each other.  Included in the 
not so friendly fire were brethren who disagreed over the 
biblical authority of a new and increasingly popular method 
of teaching, the Sunday School.

After McGary resigned as editor of Firm Foundation, 
included among the new editors were two men who 
opposed Sunday School, Dr. G. A. Trott and N. L. Clark.  
Their position was a minority position in their time, but not 
an unusual one. Many church leaders, including Alexander 
Campbell himself, generally opposed the Sunday School 
because it was not clearly authorized by the scriptures and 
because of concern it might undermine the home as the 
primary center of spiritual formation.  But by the late 1800s 
Sunday School was widely practiced.  

Clark was an eloquent spokesman for the non-Sunday 
School position.  Not only one of the editors of the Firm 
Foundation, Clark was widely respected as an educator first 

16 Richard Hughes, p. 181
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at Lockney Christian College in Lockney, TX and then 
serving as the inaugural president of Gunter Bible College 
in Gunter, TX in 1903.  (He would be offered the position 
of chairman of the Bible Department at the new Abilene 
Christian College, which he would decline.)  In 1906 he 
participated in a written debate in the Firm Foundation with 
then president of Abilene Christian College, R. L. 
Whiteside.  Clark’s arguments against the Sunday School 
were 1) it was without scriptural authority, 2) it was 
contrary to approved example, 3) it used women teachers, 4) 
it undermined the parents’ role and 5) it wasn’t effective.  
Though personally opposed to the Sunday School, Clark 
had no problem accepting brethren who supported it. Unlike 
the prevalent “fighting style” that promoted division as the 
only response to disagreement on an issue, Clark wrote in a 
1907 issue of Firm Foundation, 

 I have never believed for a moment that it would be 
right in any case to make the Sunday School a test 
of church fellowship… too much haste has been 
made in many instances in dividing churches over 
other innovations.17

However, Clark’s appeal for fellowship was not widely 
shared among his non-Sunday School brethren.  In 1916 the 
first paper for churches opposed to Sunday School was 
published, Apostolic Way.  In its 1925 issue it published a 
“Year Book Containing a List of Preachers of Churches of 
Christ.”  The year 1925 then is as good as any to mark the 
official beginning of a distinct network of churches opposed 

17 N. L. Clark, “Editorial Notes,” Firm Foundation 23 (January 29, 1907) 
4.
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to the Sunday School.  For the next few decades however, 
anti-Sunday School churches fought each other as much as 
the Sunday School churches.  In 1928 there was a second 
division over the issue of multiple cups used in communion 
and a second paper started, The Truth, later titled Old Paths 
Advocate.  In 1936 these churches divided over the “Acts 
2:42 Order of Worship” and another paper, also titled The 
Truth, was begun.  Clearly, these anti Sunday School 
churches shared the same “fighting style” and tendency to 
divide as other Churches of Christ at that time.  Yet N. L. 
Clark would lay a foundation, for some at least, in this 
network to become a major influence for greater unity in the 
larger Restoration Movement.  Clark had his own version of 
the peace statement which we have seen emerge again and 
again in Church history.  In 1937 he wrote, 

A brother suggested that we take what the Bible 
says about the matter. I agree to this, but will 
someone give us book, chapter and verse for his 
practice at this point? I dare say that no one can 
do such a thing without interlining it freely with his 
own opinions….I have always contended for the 
utmost liberty where no clear-cut statement of 
Scripture was contravened…I believe that the 
interests of God’s truth demand that we agree on 
all matters upon which the Bible is perfectly clear 
and that we refrain from any attempt to make a 
rule for the church where there is reasonable room 
for doubt.”18  

18 N. L. Clark, “Extremes and Extremists,” Apostolic Way 18 (June 15, 
1927) 3.
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In other words, in essentials unity, in non-essentials 
liberty, in all things charity.   

At this time two major preachers and preaching styles 
emerge in the larger circle of Churches of Christ that could 
not have been more different.19 Foy E. Wallace Jr., editor of 
the Gospel Guardian and the Bible Banner, continued the 
“fighting style” legacy of Austin McGary.  In contrast to 
Wallace was G. C. Brewer from Tennessee, who grew up 
under the more peaceful influence of T. D. Larimore.20  
These two men represented two paths available for 
Churches of Christ. Wallace accused Brewer of being soft 
on the issues.  Brewer considered Wallace to be divisive 
and warned, “if our manner of contending for the truth 
keeps people from believing the truth… then we are 
ourselves enemies of the truth.”21  Brewer called the Church 
back to the spirit of its early leaders who were more 
interested in unity.

While Wallace and Brewer were the headliners in 
Churches of Christ at this time, a similar struggle occurred 
in the non-Sunday School churches.  G.B. Shelburne began 
publishing Gospel Tidings in 1936. A decade later he started 
a school for preachers and church leaders called the 
Kerrville Bible Training Work.  The Training Work was not 
an accredited institution of learning but it did provide a 
three year program of systematic instruction in Biblical and 

19 The choice of Wallace and Brewer is based on the work of Hooper, 
Robert E. 1993. A Distinct People (Howard Publishing, West Monroe, 
LA). 
20 In his comparison of the early 1900s and today Doug Foster points to 
Larimore as exemplary, Will the Cycle Be Unbroken: Churches of Christ 
Face the 21st Century (ACU Press: Abilene, TX) 1994.
21 Robert Hooper, p. 144
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Christian studies at no cost to anyone, male or female, who 
wanted to attend.  G. B.’s mentor was N. L. Clark.   Along 
with his co-instructors at Kerrville, J.T. Corder and Tommy 
Williams, he was more inclined to promote peace and 
harmony among brethren than conflict and division. But as 
much as Shelburne desired to avoid controversy, it was not 
to be. 

Paul and Leland Knight were the Non-Sunday School 
versions of Foy Wallace Jr. They were popular preachers 
and editors for yet another Non-Sunday School paper, the 
Church Messenger located in Booneville, Arkansas.   In 
Wallace-like style the Knights charged Shelburne with 
being soft on the “issues” because G. B. was unwilling to 
make agreement on issues a basis for fellowship with 
brethren.  There was no doubt where G.B. stood on the 
Sunday School question, but he made it clear that agreement 
on this issue was not the basis for fellowship with his 
brethren.  In a landmark article published in the April, 1947 
issue of Gospel Tidings, G.B. made his position clear. 

To sum it up, then, I am a conscientious objector to 
the Sunday School.  I cannot foster it or encourage 
it in any way.  Neither can I approve the course of 
those who have “lined up” behind this 
practice...But I am not making it a hobby; nor will 
I do so in order to please the brethren and 
maintain a standing.  I refuse to be a party to any 
sect, anti-Sunday School or otherwise.  I plead not 
for carelessness about obedience to the commands 
of the Lord nor a stifling of anyone’s conscience, 
but for mutual respect, reason and tolerance among 
brethren in the Lord while we prayerfully study our 
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differences together and endeavor to restore that 
unity for which Christ prayed.  Here I stand.22  
(emphasis in original)

As Brewer had sat at the feet of Larimore, Shelburne’s 
mentor, N. L. Clark, had been an unlikely voice of 
moderation and calm in this “fighting” era of Churches of 
Christ. In a later issue of Gospel Tidings that same year 
Clark wrote, 

I should like for those who wish to make the Sunday 
School such a rigid test of fellowship to tell us what 
we should do about the cup question, the wine 
question, the order of worship question, the 
premillennial question, etc., etc. Shall we make 
every man’s view of any one of these subjects a test 
of fellowship in the churches? If not, why not? If so, 
who among us is qualified to write our creed 
specifying exactly what we must believe, how and 
where we must worship... Contend earnestly for 
what you believe, and be sure to allow others the 
same privilege. Above all, do not try to make a law 
for the Church of Christ where he has given liberty.23 

The Knights approach to fellowship did not allow for 
error, as Paul Knight made clear in a statement reminiscent 
of Wallace. 

I believe in ‘brother love,’ but I do not believe that 
sin and digression can be covered over with 
‘love’… there seems to be a strong tendency among 
many to discard the law of God, and be guided by 
their own think-sos, and leave off the fighting and 
love everything to death.24 

22 G. B. Shelburne, “A Frank Statement” Gospel Tidings, April, 1947 
(emphasis in the original).
23 N. L. Clark, “Drawing the Line” Gospel Tidings, June, 1947.
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The Knights opposed the full-time support of “located 
ministers.” They believed the Scriptures only authorized the 
work of elders in guiding local congregations and traveling 
evangelists to preach the gospel to the lost.  In their view 
there was nothing in the Scriptures that authorized a minister 
whose ministry was located in a single place at a particular 
church. This view led them to oppose Shelburne’s Bible 
Training Work, because it encouraged training ministers to 
work with local congregations.  Shelburne argued that the 
purpose of his work was not just to train located ministers 
but to train all Christians to be informed church leaders.  
Opposition to the Kerrville work was fierce.  The Knight 
brothers spoke out against it in their writing and at meetings 
they held across the country. G. B.’s remarks in a 1948 issue 
of Gospel Tidings were reminiscent of Brewer as he 
challenged preachers to work for peace in the churches.  

Gospel preachers cannot follow after the things 
which make for peace in the church if they 
arrogantly claim that they are the only loyal 
preachers and busy themselves in circulating 
rumors and trying to undermine confidence in those 
who are the objects of their displeasure. 25  

Peace, however, was hardly given a chance.  The battle 
raged for years.  In his history of the Non-Sunday School 
movement, Larry Hart describes the Knights as waging a 
“holy crusade” against the “forces of liberalism.” He writes, 
“the Knights would allow no neutrality. Those who were not 
for them were against them.”26

24 Paul S. Knight, “Reply to Brethren:  Shelburne, Corder and Williams,” 
Church Messenger, 18, June 15, 1950).
25 G. B. Shelburne, “Editorial” Gospel Tidings, November, 1948.
26 Larry Hart, “Brief History of a Minor Restoration Group”, Restoration 
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And so, a fourth division occurred among Non-Sunday 
School churches over the support of located preachers. In 
addition to the non-class options of “one cup” churches and 
“order of worship” churches now there was a new church on 
the block, the “anti-located preacher” churches.  One of 
those “anti-located” churches was the 17th & N church in 
Lubbock, Texas. In 1945 they began the 4th & D church 
which in 1958 became the 22nd and Memphis church and 
then, in 1972, Quaker Avenue Church of Christ.

Shelburne and Clark were islands of relative calm in a 
sea of controversy.  Their general advocacy of tolerance 
among believers, freedom to disagree and still accept one 
another, avoidance of extremes and acknowledgment of the 
difference between Scripture and one’s interpretation of 
Scripture foreshadowed the non-sectarian influences that 
would follow in the next generation of leaders they would 
mentor, mostly at their Training Works. 

In 1946 when the Training Work began, the churches it 
hoped to serve were mostly rural; few had well-educated 
teachers and they relied greatly on multiple gospel meetings 
each year by several traveling evangelists for their teaching.  
G. B.’s vision was to train a generation of preachers, elders 
and church workers who could provide this network of 
congregations with more consistent, more available and 
more productive leadership.  The students included not just 
men, but many women as well.  The Training Work was not 
anti-educational.  G. B. had graduated from Abilene 
Christian College. He would send all of his sons there as 
well.  Rather, the purpose of the Training Work was to 

Quarterly, 22, 4 p. 229.
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provide as good a Bible education as possible to potential 
church leaders for whom college was hardly an option.  For 
that reason, there was never any charge to attend the Work.

While Shelburne, J. T. Corder and Tommy Williams all 
advocated fellowship with their Sunday School brethren, 
they themselves opposed the practice and the identity of the 
churches they served was centered in a principled opposition 
to Sunday School.  A primary purpose for the Training Work 
was to provide preachers and teachers who could serve these 
churches. Graduates from the Training Work had no interest 
in working with churches that had Sunday School, but rather 
to start new Non-Sunday School congregations throughout 
the country. In the March, 1962 issue of Gospel Tidings, an 
article titled, “Some Other Current Evangelistic 
Opportunities” reported on “mission efforts” underway in 18 
states other than Texas detailing how many of “our 
churches” existed.  Many of the reports come from former 
Training Work students from Kerrville and Amarillo (where 
the work moved to in 1952).  

The productivity of these Training Work graduates was 
impressive.  Over the next decades this little network of 
churches experienced remarkable growth.  In addition to the 
new congregations established, a number of new ministries 
and missions were also begun. In 1960 two families, B. and 
Ruth Shelburne and Roland and Wanda Hayes, began a 
mission work in Malawi, Africa under the direction of the 
elders at the Ninth St. church in Ballinger, Texas.  Hundreds 
of churches have been established in Malawi over the years 
and the work continues to this day.  In 1962 Herbert Gipson 
began a radio program in Amarillo that became an 
international radio ministry, Moments of Inspiration. Today 
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broadcasts occur in several states, the Philippines, England 
and Africa.   In 1963 Gene Shelburne began editing the 
magazine Christian Appeal changing its format from 
“brotherhood issues” to a devotional magazine that would 
appeal to Christians of all denominations. It continues today.  
In 1969 three new training works began, The Farmers 
Branch Training Work in Dallas under the direction of 
Tommy Williams (an original instructor at Kerrville) and 
Richard Seymour (a graduate of the Amarillo Bible Training 
Work), the West Angelo School of Evangelism in San 
Angelo under the direction of W. J. Leach (who had a 
graduate degree in Bible from Abilene Christian College) 
and Portis Ribble (a student of N. L. Clark with a Masters in 
Speech from West Texas State), and the Fresno Bible 
Preparatory in Fresno, California directed by California 
evangelist Carroll Christmas and Larry Hart, a graduate of 
the Amarillo Bible Training Work.  

In 1970 a mission effort began in India sponsored by 
churches in Lockney, Texas and Fayetteville, Arkansas that 
continues today.  The India work is the context for one of the 
most poignant stories of the Non-Sunday School churches.  
During his travel to India, Gospel Tidings editor, Baxter Loe, 
met Indian evangelist John Abraham.  Abraham dedicated 
his life to preaching the gospel and asked Loe to help raise 
support.  Abraham vowed he would starve to death rather 
than stop preaching.  Loe agreed to raise support but upon 
return to the states became distracted with other 
responsibilities.  When he finally got to Abraham’s request 
he tried to make contact with him only to find out Abraham 
had in fact starved to death. Loe was haunted by this and 
established a benevolent fund to support Abraham’s 
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children, the John Abraham Fund.  The name was changed 
in 1992 to the Christian Relief Fund. It is one of the largest 
ministries of the Churches of Christ supporting thousands of 
children in thirty different countries.  When Baxter died in 
2001, memorial services were held on three separate 
continents in addition to services at his Amarillo church. In 
1971 the Ferguson Foundation was established by Arch L. 
Ferguson, a long-time member of Non-Sunday School 
churches.  The work provides matching funds for the 
elderships of Non-Sunday School churches to help support 
benevolent works they are involved in.  It continues today 
located in Arlington, Texas.  

The seventies and eighties saw multiple youth meetings 
hosted by churches across the country connecting a third 
generation of Non-Sunday School youth. Young people 
would travel annually, sometimes hundreds of miles to one 
or more youth meetings.  Since most churches had 
memberships of less than a hundred and few young people, 
these meetings became a kind of “cooperative” youth 
ministry.  Meetings were held each year in no less than 12 
cities and four states usually attracting around 100 kids. The 
exceptions were Amarillo and Dallas with several hundred 
attending and Houston with as many as 1,000 attending from 
several different states. In the mid 80s the Ozark Christian 
Camp in Arkansas and the Summer Excitement Leadership 
School in Dallas were begun (Summer Excitement moved to 
The campus of Lubbock Christian University in 2003).  Both 
continue to this day. 

In 1978 a concert was planned at the Amarillo youth 
meeting that would inspire a remarkable music movement 
among these churches.  The concert featured the Psalms 
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Four quartet, begun in the early 70s in connection with the 
Amarillo Bible Training Work, along with the groups Sweet 
Spirit and A Reason to Sing, small choruses associated with 
the training works at Houston and Farmers Branch and also a 
singing family from Arkansas, the Gage Cousins.  The 
response was so positive that later that same year Max Pratt, 
minister of the Ninth St. church in Ballinger, Texas invited 
the same groups to hold a concert for the Ballinger 
community.  Over a thousand attended.  A new “tribal 
gathering” was born. Over the next two decades no less than 
100 such concerts would be held in 23 different cities and 6 
states, featuring over 50 different singing groups. Many of 
these groups were inspired to form by this new “Gospel 
Jubilee” movement among the Non-Sunday School churches.27  

In 1980 Quaker Avenue’s mission effort in Kenya 
began. Shawn and Linda Tyler, graduates of the Farmers 
Branch Training Work, and Roland and Jesse McLean were 
sent.  Roland attended the Kerrville work and was a widely 
respected and effective evangelist.  Later Kirk and Susan 
Hayes replaced the McLeans.  The work established 
hundreds of churches and a children’s home in Kenya.  The 
work moved to Uganda in 1995, established a training school 
for village leaders called Messiah Theological Institute, a 
mission outpost in southern Sudan and laid groundwork for a 
Christian liberal arts university, LivingStone International 
University, which held its first graduation in the summer of 
2015.  In 1984 another children’s home was established in 

27 Statistics for the various “gatherings” come from David Langford, 
“Current Plausibility of Non-Sunday School Churches of Christ and the 
Impact of Ecumenical Sectarianism on Future Plausibility” Masters 
Thesis, 2013, Lubbock Christian University.
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Albany, Louisiana, the Berean Home directed by Wayne and 
Ruthie Wallace, graduates of the Amarillo Training Work.  

These missions and ministries affected the Non-Sunday 
School churches in two opposite ways.  Although these 
ministries were sponsored by local congregations, additional 
support from other churches was always needed.  As a result, 
each new mission or ministry provided yet another 
connecting link for this tribe of churches. Training works 
and youth meetings served as informal match making 
services facilitating “intra-tribal” marriages.  Parents happily 
sent their kids in hopes they would meet and marry someone 
“in the church” which meant the Non-Sunday School church, 
each marriage another tribal connection.  

In the decade of the ‘90s there were between 200 and 
300 different opportunities to attend various “gatherings” 
that would network leaders from these churches all over the 
country, (e.g. seminars, concerts, youth meetings, retreats 
etc.). Such gatherings helped these churches not only to 
connect, but also enabled them to maintain their distinctive 
ways of “doing church.”

But there was a second and ironically opposite effect on 
these churches.  With each new mission, ministry or event 
these churches had another basis for their identity.  In time 
these churches became not merely Non-Sunday School 
Churches of Christ, they became mission churches, youth 
ministry churches, benevolence churches, music churches.  
Opposition to Sunday School had to share shelf-space with 
other passions.  At the same time there was a changing 
attitude toward the Sunday School issue itself.  Larry 
Branum gave expression to this change in an article he wrote 
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for Mission magazine entitled “Those ANTI, Non-Sunday 
School Churches.”28  Branum’s title expressed an emerging 
self-perception in many churches, changing  from an anti-
Sunday School identity born of the old restorationist 
arguments typical earlier in the century to a new perception 
as family oriented, inter-generational churches. Other 
churches “re-packaged” themselves in similar ways; 
restorationist arguments had become less attractive. 

As a third generation of Non-Sunday School young 
people grew up in these churches, they heard less about 
reasons for not having Sunday School and identified more 
with the ministries and missions their churches were 
involved in.  This didn’t go unnoticed.  Jerry Rogers, a 
graduate of the Amarillo Bible Training Work in the 50s, 
grew concerned that these churches were losing their Non-
Sunday School identity. In an open letter to the brotherhood 
in Gospel Tidings, he expressed those concerns.  

“The Church of our Lord is in danger. It is that 
danger that prompts me to write, dear brethren… 
We have had a unique fellowship so far, and the 
thing that has held us together had been our stand 
for Bible teachings about these subjects. …It is true 
that we may not have always had the proper spirit 
when dealing with other people. That does not 
change the facts; the scriptures remain steadfast.”29

Rogers saw churches drifting from their identity and he 
worried about the future of the network. His concerns were 
not without merit.  As churches lost their primary identity as 

28 Larry Branum, “Those anti Non-Sunday School Churches” Mission, 
10, (1976) 8-11.
29 Jerry Rogers, “An Open Letter to Our Lord’s Church” Gospel Tidings, 
May (1993) pg 12-13.
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Non-Sunday School churches, their commitment to 
“gatherings” decreased.  Many of the larger churches that 
had historically sponsored the “gatherings” began to redirect 
their resources to other ministries.  Perhaps most important, 
this network of churches was slowly becoming more 
ecumenical.  There was a reason for that.  Included in that 
second generation of leaders were several who took the next 
step implied by the logic of N. L. Clark and G. B. Shelburne.  
If our differences were not important enough to break 
fellowship with one another, then perhaps we should be 
working harder to build fellowship with one another.  A 
unity consciousness began to emerge in these churches that 
began to take seriously the peace statement, “In faith unity, 
in opinion liberty, in all things love.”  Ironically, this new 
emphasis on unity, while a welcome emphasis among many 
leaders, would also have an unanticipated downside.  It 
would contribute to undermining the identity and the 
connectedness of these churches.  How these developments 
would impact the Non-Sunday School churches and 
particularly Quaker Avenue will be the focus of the next and 
final chapter of our story.
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From Kerrville 
to Lubbock

In the previous chapter we noted the remarkable 
influence of two men who played a major role in shaping the 
little network of churches that Quaker Avenue has been a 
part of, the Non-Sunday School Churches of Christ or, as 
many have chosen to refer to it, the NBC (Non-Bible Class) 
network.  In a time of much religious fighting and division, 
N. L. Clark and G. B. Shelburne called for greater unity and 
tolerance among believers. Accused by many as “liberal” 
and “digressive”, in fact their rhetoric was not unlike that 
heard in the early years of the Restoration Movement that 
was, after all, a unity movement.  Clark and Shelburne 
echoed the rhetoric of Thomas Campbell’s Declaration and 
Address and Barton Stone’s Last Will and Testament of the 
Springfield Presbytery the two most significant documents of 
the Restoration Movement.

Clark and Shelburne were hardly liberals.  They did not 
generally advocate broad fellowship with Christians in all 
denominations; their focus was on addressing the particular 
divisions among Churches of Christ.  But their rhetoric 
opened the door for a broader fellowship even if they 
themselves may have been less comfortable embracing it. 
They admonished us to focus on foundational doctrines that 
unite Christians rather than the more debatable issues that 
divide us, to respect the right to hold conscientious 
differences, to not elevate one’s own convictions as a kind of 
creed by which one accepts or rejects other believers.  These 
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were sentiments consistent with not just their Restoration 
roots, but even more deeply with the call to unity by 
reformers Richard Baxter and Peter Meiderlin in their motto 
unity in things necessary, liberty in things unnecessary and 
charity in all.

The influence of several second-generation leaders in 
the NBC network would begin to have a significant effect 
upon the network.  As previously mentioned, Larry Branum 
would articulate in the widely read and more progressive 
journal, Mission, a change in the self-perception of many 
NBC churches. 

Most of us would prefer to think of ourselves not as 
“anti” or even “non-Sunday school” not, as a 
separate entity or segment, but simply as local, 
autonomous congregations who choose to carry on 
our local works without Sunday School.30  

Branum helped change the self-identity from churches who 
advocated restorationist arguments criticizing Sunday School 
as an unauthorized practice to a less contentious identity of 
being simply pro-family churches who sought to support 
parents in their primary roles.  

      Another major influence among the churches was Gene 
Shelburne, son of G. B. Shelburne and editor for one of the 
two signature publications among NBC churches, Christian 
Appeal. Unlike most Church of Christ editors in the 1960s, 
Shelburne encouraged churches toward a more gracious and 
inclusive theology.  He became a more outspoken advocate 
for unity. In 1966 he spoke at Alexander Campbell’s 
Bethany College at the inaugural session of a 10-year series 

30 Larry Branum, ibid pg. 8-11.
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of unity meetings sponsored by Leroy Garrett, inarguably the 
most passionate advocate for unity among Churches of 
Christ.  When the majority of Church of Christ preachers 
were critical of unity meetings and most journals boycotted 
coverage if not outright condemning these meetings, 
Shelburne devoted an entire issue of the Appeal to introduce 
his readers to Bethany College, Alexander Campbell and a 
greater vision of unity. Of his visit to Bethany he wrote,

Perhaps you have guessed by now that the four days 
I spent in Bethany stirred my soul. I went there for a 
meeting and I met a man. I went there to talk about 
dead facts and I was confronted with living truth. 
Bethany is more than a village, more than a school. 
Bethany is an abiding symbol of a great man’s 
Christian devotion and intelligent faith which we so 
urgently need to reclaim today.31  

Shelburne would become a major non-sectarian voice 
among the NBC churches in his preaching, his writing and 
most clearly his book, The Quest for Unity,32 chronicling his 
own story from that first talk in 1966 at Bethany almost forty 
years earlier. 

There were many other voices promoting a more open 
spirit among our churches:  B. Shelburne’s influence in 
Malawi and then as director of the Bible Institute in Houston, 
Portis Ribble and W. J. Leach’s work at the San Angelo 
Bible Institute, the preaching of N. E. Rhodes, Lyndon 
Latham, David Hutton, Rolland McLean, Rolland Hayes, 
Monroe Teague, Eddy Ketchersid, Ellmore Johnson, Baxter 

31 Gene Shelburne, “A Visit to Bethany” Christian Appeal, 14 
(November, 1966).
32 Gene Shelburne, 2004, Quest for Unity (Siloam Springs: Leafwood).
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Loe and Richard Seymour just to name a few.  Under this 
second generation of leaders, the future appeared very bright.  
In the 80s and 90s NBC churches sponsored nearly 300 
different gatherings (i.e. youth meetings, seminars and 
workshops, musical concerts, single and ladies retreats).  
And yet, amazingly in the first decade of the 2000s the 
number of gatherings dropped to less than half of that and 
continues to drop today.

Greater tolerance and acceptance led to a crisis of 
identity.  The churches birthed in the fighting days of the 
early 1900s had difficulty finding an identity to connect them 
in the more peaceful days of the 2000s.  The changes seen in 
many of the “anchor” churches illustrate what was 
happening to the movement.  The church in Farmers Branch 
had grown dramatically and had sponsored many of the 
gatherings for their sister NBC churches, especially the 
youth ministry begun in 1985, Summer Excitement.  
However, toward the end of the 90s, the Branch becomes 
less connected to its NBC history and more connected to the 
larger, Church of Christ movement.  Another anchor church, 
the Main St. church in Houston, which had sponsored for 
years the largest youth meeting, hosted the Training Work 
begun in Kerrville and sponsored a major mission work in 
Malawi, toward the end of the 90s began to shift its identity 
more to a community church, changing its name to New 
Beginnings, discontinuing its oversight over the mission 
work (though still involved) and focusing more on local 
ministry.  A third major church, the West Amarillo church, 
once host to the Training Work, made an even more dramatic 
shift to community church, taking the name Plum Creek 
fellowship and began using instrumental music.  
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As many NBC leaders became less inclined to exclude 
their Christian neighbors, they also began to lose members to 
neighboring churches.  Again, the dangerous Christian idea 
of letting everyone interpret the Bible for themselves leads to 
unpredictable results.  Currently the NBC network of 
churches struggles to find an identity.  The issue of opposing 
Sunday School no longer effectively unites these churches as 
it once did.  And while there remain Training Works (now 
called Bible Institutes) in Houston and San Angelo, purposes 
have evolved from providing preachers largely for Non-
Sunday School churches to the more ecumenical vision of 
providing systematic Bible study that brings together 
Christians from differing backgrounds. 

Of more interest to us is the story in Lubbock of the 
Quaker Avenue Church of Christ. That story begins with the 
17th and N church which was birthed out of a division from 
the Broadway church in 1920 over Sunday School. Many 
early leaders at 17th & N were aligned with the Knights, 
opposing located ministers.  There were alternative voices 
too, like the new young Ph.D. from Texas, Kline Nall.  An 
alternative to the Knights, Kline was a supporter of G.B. 
Shelburne and wrote regularly for Gospel Tidings at the very 
time the Knights opposed Shelburne.  In 1945, 17th & N 
planted a new congregation, the 4th & D church. In 1957, that 
church chose Kline Nall, George Hughes and George Calvert 
as elders and Newell Burk, John Watkins and Clark Johnson 
as deacons. In 1958 they moved to 22nd and Memphis, a 
significant move because along with it was the decision to 
bring N. E. Rhodes to Lubbock as a “located” minister.

Rhodes was born in Portland, Tennessee in 1923 and 
moved to Nashville in 1930.  He graduated from Vanderbilt 
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in 1944.  He held scores of meetings throughout the country 
and wrote prolifically for Gospel Tidings.  Rhode’s 
preaching and writing were a principal influence for many 
NBC preachers re-directing their focus from “brotherhood 
issues” to such foundational themes as the centrality of 
Christ, the critical role of prayer, the providential, even 
supernatural work of God and the very real presence and 
work of an indwelling Holy Spirit.33 A voracious reader with 
a photographic memory, Rhodes’ was especially influenced 
by two different authors, the intellectual Anglican and 
Oxford scholar C. S. Lewis and the Congregationalist 
layman, prayer and Holy Spirit enthusiast Glen Clark, author 
of several devotional classics and founder of the spiritual 
retreat Camps Farthest Out in 1929. 

When N. E. moved to Lubbock, the congregation was 
still officially a non-located preacher church.  N.E. received 
support from the church but not officially as a located 
preacher.  He also worked full time at Radio Lab, a store 
owned by elders Herb Griffith and Kline Nall, and held 
dozens of meetings across the country. That arrangement 
was likely a concession both to Memphis Avenue brethren 
still sympathetic to the located preacher issue as well as to N. 
E.’s schedule as he traveled extensively to hold meetings 
across the country.  Memphis Avenue was becoming 
somewhat more open on various issues which created some 
tension in the leadership. It was alleviated somewhat as 
Memphis Avenue began the 78th and College church.  These 
churches remained in good fellowship although 78th was 
more conservatively led by men like Clark Johnson and 

33 See David Langford, Ed. 2010.  The Writings of N. E. Rhodes, 
(Bloomington, IN:  Ketch Publishing).
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George Calvert. In the ‘60s Lubbock saw Texas Tech 
University grow from 9,000 to 20,000 college students. More 
students began to worship at Memphis.  They were drawn to 
the powerful preaching of N. E. and the comforting presence 
of elder Nall, a professor on the Tech campus.  One of those 
students drawn to Nall, Rhodes, Tech and Memphis Avenue 
was my father Tom Langford.

Mentored by G. B. Shelburne, Langford was a graduate 
of the Kerrville Bible Training Work. He moved to 
California in the fifties to begin working with NBC churches 
there. He was well acquainted with the Shelburne-Knight 
conflict. Leland Knight baptized him. Later, because of his 
association with Shelburne, Knight “dis-fellowshipped” him. 
Discouraged by divisions in Churches of Christ, and 
influenced by the writings of Leroy Garrett and Carl 
Ketcherside, he studied the history of the Restoration 
Movement.  He wrote later, 

I was shaken and saddened to realize what a 
shambles had been made of that noble plea. Until 
that time I had blithely accepted that my circle of 
association represented the loyal and heaven 
endorsed church.  I began to see that our divisions 
were a flagrant testimony that as heirs of a great 
heritage, we had gone astray.34

     Dad became devoted to recovering the Restoration 
Movement’s original vision of unity. Beginning with a 
presentation in Denver in 1962, for the next 40 plus years he 
was a passionate advocate for unity working with all 
segments of the movement.  In 1970 he co-sponsored a unity 

34 Thomas Langford, 2006.  Pursuing Peace in the Kingdom (Ketch: 
Bloomington, IN) pg. 186.
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meeting here in Lubbock. One of his quotes became a motto 
worthy of those in the earlier movement.  “Nothing that 
divides us can be as important as the blood that was shed to 
make us one.”

But the story at Quaker took a difficult turn in the 70s. 
Leadership wrestled with the impact of the growing 
charismatic movement, as did every other religious group in 
America.  And here I want to take a brief excursion to share 
with you what I believe is an important observation to make 
in the history of Christianity and how it interacts with the 
larger worldview of the culture around it.  We have observed 
how the Renaissance and its emphasis on humanism and the 
importance of the individual was a major reason for the birth 
of the Reformation movement.  Later, the Enlightenment’s 
emphasis on reason and skepticism of religion led to a series 
of counter movements of spiritual revival known as the Great 
Awakenings.  Then, as the world came to embrace more the 
Enlightenment worldview, the authority of religion gradually 
gave way to science, a modern world emerged that rejected 
the supernatural and exalted materialism, a philosophy that 
believed only in what one could see, touch and hear.  
Christian liberalism embraced the modern worldview 
purging its Christianity of the miraculous, the divinity of 
Jesus and the inspiration of the Bible. In response, 
Fundamentalism fought hard to prove God’s existence, 
Jesus’ divinity, his miracles and the Bible’s inspiration. 
Ironically their weapon of choice to prove the authority of 
faith was science, thus unintentionally delegitimizing faith 
by appealing to the authority of science! 

The Modernist worldview was confident science would 
liberate humanity from the superstition of religion and 
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deliver the peace and good life religion promised but failed 
to deliver. But as we worked our way through the 20th 
century, things fell apart.  WWI, the “war to end all wars,” 
didn’t. It was followed by WWII, Korea, Vietnam and the 
Gulf War, to mention only a few.  Then the 21st century 
began with 9-11 and the war on terror. Clearly Modernism’s 
liberal, optimistic worldview proved naive.  Along with the 
wars came a crisis in science.  Creating more ethical 
dilemmas than solutions, science dramatically increased our 
capability but gave no direction for our accountability. The 
escalation of science in a world losing its religion led to 
moral chaos.  As Modernism failed to deliver, we entered 
into what scholars call post-modernism, notoriously hard to 
define.  Basically, it is a loss of confidence in reason and 
science.  

Post-modernism, most simply, is a rejection of all the 
confidences of modernism. It emphasizes the spiritual over 
the material, the supernatural over the natural, subjective 
experience over objective observation, uncertainty over 
certainty.  In many ways Post-modernism set the stage for 
the emergence of the charismatic movement in the Church, a 
movement that was weary of a Christianity too focused on 
disputing doctrine, embracing instead a spiritual, non-
rational, sometimes even irrational Christianity.  Churches 
wrestled with this movement that emphasized emotion over 
reason, mystery over revelation, experience over Scripture, 
tolerance over dogmatism and salvation by a more uncertain 
grace than salvation by obeying clearly delineated and more 
legalistic demands. Leaders wrestled with the movement 
because, as problematic as the charismatic movement was, 
many of its criticisms were valid.  Church of Christ 
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preachers, like most Protestant preachers, were more 
modernistic, stressing the Bible over the Spirit, doubting if 
not outright denying miracles and de-emphasizing the power 
of prayer.  However, largely because of the preaching of N. 
E. Rhodes, this was much less the case at Quaker.  In many 
ways N. E. was a post-modern preacher.

Don’t misunderstand.  N.E. was no relativist, he 
believed in the absolute truth of the Scriptures.  But N.E. 
focused on those parts of the Scripture that many, if not 
most, of his peers neglected.  He taught about the Holy 
Spirit, the power of prayer, the reality of miracles, the 
transforming experience of Christianity.  Many who were 
sympathetic with the charismatic movement were drawn to 
his preaching, including Kline Nall.  N.E. and Kline led 
prayer meetings encouraging greater openness to the Spirit. 
Young preachers studied with N. E. and began in their 
sermons to call the congregation to move in a more “spirit-
filled” direction.  Kline’s fellow elders did not fully share his 
and N. E.’s views.  While the church never divided, it 
became clear in the mid ‘70s that a divided leadership was 
not healthy for the church. Kline and wife Leona, along with 
many other members, chose to attend Trinity Church, a new 
and fast growing charismatic church in Lubbock.  Kline 
would eventually become an elder there.  N. E. would move 
to Arkansas.  The controversy of those days took its toll and 
soon the church declined dramatically in number.  Yet, at the 
same time, the remaining members became increasingly 
committed to each other.  A shepherding style of leadership 
developed that seemed motivated above all to protect this 
fragile church flock from any further controversy or possible 
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division.  The idea of unity became more important in the 
painful wake of a season of disunity.

In the late 70s Quaker received the great blessing of 
Ellmore and Marie Johnson moving here.  Ellmore was a 
widely respected preacher and frankly, given the trouble 
here, many were surprised he came to Lubbock.  But 
Ellmore knew the congregation and the leaders and was 
convinced of its potential.  He also shared the leadership’s 
growing interest in unity.  In 1987 Quaker hosted a unity 
conference.  G. B. Shelburne, former one-cup Church of 
Christ debater Ervin Waters, well-known evangelist and 
editor of the Firm Foundation Ruel Lemmons and the 
Lubbock Broadway Church of Christ’s preacher Joe Barnett 
were the speakers.  The response was enthusiastic. Then in 
1992 the elders drafted a letter to the Broadway Church of 
Christ (the church from which the earlier 17th and N Church 
had withdrawn from) as well as to all the Churches of Christ 
in Lubbock expressing their desire to be in full fellowship 
despite differences on various issues.35  The Broadway elders 
wrote a gracious reply inviting the two congregations to have 
a joint service celebrating their unity together.  There were in 
fact three different services that followed.  In 2003 Quaker 
was chosen to be host for the Restoration Forum, a series of 
unity gatherings that were held across the nation. Churches 
from the Independent Christian and Disciples of Christ were 
invited to join in hosting.  A unity document was written and 
signed.36  

35 See copies of the correspondence between the Quaker and Broadway 
congregations in the Appendix.
36 Included in the appendix.
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The covenant was signed by over 300 at the meeting and 
displayed on Restoration Forum director Victor Knowles’ 
website gaining several more signatures around the country.37  
It was a return to the great unity statements of the 
Movement’s history, our own version of the historic peace 
statement.

In 1980 the church agreed to be principal sponsor for a 
mission to East Africa.  In that work we have cooperated 
with churches of every wing of the Restoration Movement, 
as well as many churches of other traditions.  In 2006 
Quaker Avenue work was honored by the North American 
Christian Conference as an example of unity.  We have 
reached out not just to sister Restoration congregations, but 
also to churches of other traditions especially in our 
benevolence ministries.  In 2012 when B. and Ruth 
Shelburne moved to Lubbock to retire, the elders encouraged 
B. to offer the coursework he had taught at the Houston 
Bible Institute while director there to the Lubbock 
community. Those courses have been taught not only at 
Quaker, but also at Oakwood Baptist, Raintree Christian, 
First Christian and most recently the non-denominational 
Difference Makers church with enthusiastic attendance from 
people of multiple church backgrounds.  It is no accident that 
when one of the additions to this building was built the 
elders chose to name it the Unity Center and publicly display 
a modern version of the old peace saying, “In faith unity, in 
opinion liberty, in all things love.”  

So, who are we at Quaker, a Church of Christ, an NBC 
Church of Christ, a Restorationist Stone-Campbell church, a 

37 Go to www.poeministries.org. 
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community church?  We are what we’ve always been, part of 
an ongoing reform movement that dates back from Lubbock 
to Kerrville and Gunter, TX, to Nashville, TN to Bethany, 
WV, to Presbyterians in Ireland and Scotland and Puritans 
and Pilgrims in England, to Calvinists in Geneva and 
Lutherans in Germany, to the Hussites in Bohemia and the 
Waldensians in Northern Italy, to reformers and church 
fathers that date back to the middle ages all the way to the 
apostles and our Lord.  The Restoration movement is not a 
monolithic, single voice; it is the nature of genuine 
Christianity.  Let me close with an excerpt from a Gospel 
Tidings article written by Thomas Langford, “The Real 
Restoration.”38 

Restoration does not mean following the model of 
the Jerusalem church, or Antioch or Corinth.  There 
were problems in all the New Testament churches 
and we are nowhere called upon to ignore those 
flaws and blindly follow the pattern any of them 
reflects.  The letters of the New Testament were 
written to correct such flaws and to point to the 
ideal.  While the record of each church tells us 
something of the Lord’s will for his body on earth, 
we must gather from the whole of scripture, both 
historical and critical parts, a synthesis of the ideal 
church, the ideal Christian life. 

Restoration means attention to such forms as 
immersion (Romans 6) and the Lord’s Table (1 
Corinthians 11), but also to the principle of 
fraternal acceptance (Romans 14), the criticism of 
the party spirit (1 Corinthians 1) and the principles 

38 Thomas Langford, “The Real Restoration” Gospel Tidings, September 
(1987).
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of ministry and service (Ephesians 4 and 1 
Corinthians 12).  Restoration means attention to 
church leadership principles (Philippians 1:1, 1 
Timothy 3 and Titus 1), but it also means 
acceptance of the priesthood of all believers (1 
Peter 2:9) and shepherding through loving care (1 
Peter 5:2-3).  

While the great Reformers are worthy of honor and 
their work was a basis for much good, that 
movement stopped short of its goal. The Restoration 
Movement suffers from the same danger under the 
influence of men who assume that the process is 
complete rather than seeing that it is continuous.  
When the Movement ceased to move and hardened 
around debated issues, we, like the Reformation 
groups before us, became distinct parties, hindering 
rather than enhancing the process of restoration.  
The Movement has become stalled by too much 
focus on our differences, rather than on the greater 
unity of all those who have been born again into a 
common relationship with the Father.  It strikes me 
that all of our efforts at restoration and all of our 
talk about reform may after all be subsidiary to the 
heart and core of the problem. 

The burden of the Christian religion is to restore 
men to God, to repair the breech that has ever been 
widening since our first parents went astray and 
died. This, after all, is the real restoration 
movement, the bridging of the great gulf between 
God and man, by the atoning work of Christ and the 
continuing work of his Spirit.  Church reform and 
doctrinal purification may indeed be legitimate 
adjuncts to the preaching of the Gospel of 
Restoration, but perhaps we should be careful to 
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always see them as just that, secondary to the first 
work of divine/human reconciliation, without which, 
whatever our definition or goal for Restoration, 
other progress is meaningless.

 I remember that Campbell himself said that 
whatever our progress in the externals of reform, 
we fail unless men’s hearts are changed and they 
exhibit the fruit of righteousness and love of God.

I would only add there can hardly be anything more 
essential to the faith than the exhibition of that fruit which 
glorifies the Father, Son and Spirit who enables such fruit 
within us.  May that always be our agenda and purpose at 
Quaker.
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Last Will and Testament of
Springfield Presbytery

For where a testament is, there must of necessity be the death 
of the testator; for a testament is of force after men are dead, 
otherwise it is of no strength at all, while the testator liveth. 
Thou fool, that which thou sowest is not quickened except it 
die. Verily, verily, I say unto you, except a corn of wheat fall 
into the ground, and die, it abideth alone; but if it die, it 
bringeth forth much fruit. Whose voice then shook the earth; 
but now he hath promised saying, yet once more I shake not 
the earth only, but also  heaven. And this word, yet once more, 
signifies the removing of those things that are shaken as of 
things that are made, that those things which can not be shaken 
may remain.-- Scripture 

The Presbytery of Springfield sitting at Cane Ridge, in the 
county of Bourbon, being, through a gracious Providence, in 
more than ordinary bodily health, growing in strength and size 
daily; and in perfect soundness and composure of mind; but 
knowing that it is appointed for all delegated bodies once to 
die; and considering that the life of every such body is very 
uncertain, do make and ordain this our last Will and 
Testament, in manner and form following, viz.: 

Imprimis. We will, that this body die, be dissolved, and sink 
into union with the Body of Christ at large; for there is but one 
body, and one Spirit, even as we are called in one hope of our 
calling. 
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Item.  We will that our name of distinction, with its Reverend 
title, be forgotten, that there be but one Lord over God's 
heritage, and his name one. 

Item.  We will, that our power of making laws for the 
government of the church, and executing them by delegated 
authority, forever cease; that the people may have free course 
to the Bible, and adopt the law of the Spirit of life in Christ 
Jesus. 

Item.  We will, that candidates for the Gospel ministry 
henceforth study the Holy Scriptures with fervent prayer, and 
obtain license from God to preach the simple Gospel, with the 
Holy Ghost sent down from heaven, without any mixture of 
philosophy, vain deceit, traditions of men, or the rudiments of 
the world. And let none henceforth take this honor to himself, 
but he that is called of God, as was Aaron. 

Item.  We will, that the church of Christ resume her native 
right of internal government,--try her candidates for the 
ministry, as to their soundness in the faith, acquaintance with 
experimental religion, gravity and aptness to teach; and admit 
no other proof of their authority but Christ speaking in them. 
We will, that the church of Christ look up to the Lord of the 
harvest to send forth laborers into his harvest; and that she 
resume her primitive right of trying those who say they are 
apostles, and are not. 

Item.  We will, that each particular church, as a body, actuated 
by the same spirit, choose her own preacher, and support him 
by a free - will offering, without a written call or subscription--
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admit members--remove offenses; and never henceforth 
delegate her right of government to any man or set of men 
whatever. 

Item.  We will, that the people henceforth take the Bible as the 
only sure guide to heaven; and as many as are offended with 
other books, which stand in competition with it, may cast them 
into the fire if they choose; for it is better to enter into life 
having one book, than having many to be cast into hell. 

Item.  We will, that preachers and people cultivate a spirit of 
mutual forbearance; pray more and dispute less; and while they 
behold the signs of the times, look up, and confidently expect 
that redemption draweth nigh. 

Item.  We will, that our weak brethren, who may have been 
wishing to make the Presbytery of Springfield their king, and 
wot not what is now become of it, betake themselves to the 
Rock of Ages, and follow Jesus for the future. 

Item.  We will, the Synod of Kentucky examine every member 
who may be suspected of having departed from the Confession 
of Faith, and suspend every such suspected heretic 
immediately, in order that the oppressed may go free, and taste 
the sweets of Gospel liberty. 

Item.  We will, that Ja--------, the author of two letters lately 
published in Lexington, be encouraged in his zeal to destroy 
partyism. We will, moreover, that our past conduct be 
examined into by all who may have correct information; but let 
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foreigners beware of speaking evil of things which they know 
not. 

Item.  Finally we will, that all our sister bodies read their 
Bibles carefully, that they may see their fate there determined, 
and prepare for death before it is too late. 

Springfield Presbytery, June 28th, 1804 

Robert Marshall,
John Dunlavy, 
Richard M'Nemar, --Witnesses.
B. W. Stone, 
John Thompson, 
David Purviance 

This text was created by Greg Harness 
(harness@wsuvm1.csc.wsu.edu) in 1994 for the Stone- 
Campbell list and has been placed in the public domain. You 
may freely distribute, copy or print this text. 
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QUAKER AVE.  CHURCH OF CHRIST
1701 QUAKER    PHONE 792-0652

LUBBOCK, TEXAS 79416
“Exalting Christ in Worship and Service”

 
April 12, 1992

The Elders
Broadway Church of Christ
Lubbock, Texas

Greetings in the name of our common Lord:

We, the elders of the Quaker Avenue church of Christ, have 
for some time been grieved over the separations within the 
Body of Christ. While there have been steps taken in recent 
years to move away from the animosities of the past, there 
are still settled divisions among us. We, for instance, of 
those churches which do not favor or employ Sunday 
Schools, have not had much fellowship with those who do.  
We have frequently been regarded as “anti” brethren, and 
sometimes corned as being backward and legalistic for a 
position we take on the basis of genuine concern for the 
scripture. It is true that we differ in this respect from many 
other brethren, but we no longer feel that such difference 
should keep us from brotherly relations in the numerous 
areas where we hold mutual ground.

We are aware of the debates and strife of the past that often 
led to our divisions. Most of us were not here then and we 
do not feel we can appropriately judge who was responsible 
for the division. But we are convinced that we the living are 
responsible for doing whatever is possible to bring about 
greater unity in our day. We want you to know that we are 
all genuinely sorry for whatever led to division, knowing 
what a hindrance it has been to the cause of Christ. While 
we did not ourselves contribute to the original division, 
some of us have, in our own lifetime, been guilty of attitudes 
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that have maintained it. We repent of  that and seek the 
forgiveness of God and all our brethren.  As we look back 
and recall the rancor and bitterness that has often existed, we 
are grieved and to such extent as we and  our brethren have 
been responsible, we seek forgiveness.

At the same time, we are thankful for many good things in 
our heritage, and the good men and women who engendered 
and cultivated our faith. They were not perfect, but they 
gave us much.  In seeking better relations with brethren who 
differ with us on the Sunday School, we do not renounce our 
fathers in the faith. We simply wish to acknowledge and 
embrace the whole family of God, and thereby renounce 
sectarianism and the party spirit.

From this time forth, we want to be known as a people who 
love all the brethren. We believe that honest difference need 
not divide us, that we can enjoy sweet fellowship in all that 
we mutually hold dear while allowing for some diversity in 
interpretation and   practice. Our plea for reconciliation is 
not by any means a repudiation of our position on Sunday 
Schools, but a recognition that such issues are less important 
than the blood of Jesus that made us one. We are willing to 
discuss our understanding in these matters with anyone, but 
we do not intend to impose our views upon you or others. 
Nor do we feel it is 
Necessary to wait until we reach perfect agreement to enjoy 
fellowship in Christ. The Apostle Paul tells us to “accept 
one another, just as Christ accepts [us], in order to bring 
praise to God” (Rom 15:7). It is likely that when we walk 
together as brethren, we can discuss our differences in an 
atmosphere that is more conducive to understanding and 
agreement. Our divisions will never be healed if we continue 
to treat each other as enemies instead of as brethren in the 
same family.

What we are asking from you is the right hand of fellowship 
in the great work of the kingdom.  While you may still 
regard us as a bit “quaint” in some of our views, let us as 
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least be regarded as brethren. Especially in this centennial 
year of Churches of Christ in Lubbock, let us proclaim 
together the grace that makes us one in Jesus. And let us 
together extend the same spirit of fellowship to all of our 
other brethren, all who in faith have been born of water and 
the spirit, and who earnestly seek to follow Jesus. May our 
rich heritage in the Restoration Movement, which began as 
an attempt to unite all Christians, be rekindled today in  new 
demonstration of the noble principles of our past. More 
importantly, let us fulfill the prayer of our Lord, who wanted 
us all to be one in order that the world might believe (John 
17:21).

We have considered the prayer of Paul and we want to 
experience what he desired: “May the God who gives 
endurance and encouragement give you a spirit of unity 
among yourselves as you follow Christ Jesus, so that with 
one heart and mouth you may glorify the God and Father of 
our Lord Jesus Christ” (Rom. 15:5-6). We pledge you our 
hearts and hands, as brothers in Christ Jesus. 

The Elders
Quaker Avenue Church of Christ
1701 Quaker Avenue
Lubbock, Texas 79416
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Broadway Church of Christ
1924 Broadway  *  Lubbock, Texas 79401  *  (A.C. 806) 763-0464

To the Elders
Quaker Avenue Church of Christ
1701 Quaker Avenue
Lubbock, Texas 79416

May 1, 1992

Dear Brothers,

We, too, want to be unified with all of those who are 
brethren so “that the world might believe” (John 17:210. 
Jesus was sent from our Father God. We, too, want to 
experience the desire of Paul in proclaiming “the God who 
gives endurance and encouragement give you a spirit of 
unity among yourselves as you follow Jesus Christ, so that 
with one heart and mouth you may glorify the God and 
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ” (Romans 15:5- 6).  We 
were all thrilled and elated to receive your recent letter 
asking for fellowship together in the work of the Kingdom. 

We unanimously and enthusiastically want fellowship with 
all of the brothers and sister who are part of the Quaker 
Avenue church family, as well as all who by faith through 
grace have been born of water and the spirit and who are 
seeking to be disciples of Jesus Christ our Lord. It is 
officially in our minutes that we are in fellowship with you.

We think it would be good to communicate this renewal to 
all who are part of our church family here at Broadway. We 
plan to let our people know as soon as possible.

We understand from several who attended the recent 
elders/ministers banquet at Sunset  that Thomas Langford 
made a very touching and moving plea for brotherly love 
and unity among all who were present. We think that was a 
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marvelous action and we commend and admire the spirit in 
which it was done.

We will be looking forward to visiting with you about some 
kind of joint congregational activity or sharing pulpit time or 
something creative that will demonstrate in action what we 
have said in our hearts and on paper. Please know of our 
love and respect for you as leaders among God’s people. We 
are thankful for your tender and expressive hearts and give 
glory to God for His work in you. We ask for your continual 
prayers and encouragement as well and may God continue 
to be praised through our loving one another.

For the Broadway Shepherds,

Noel Ellis
Rod Blackwood
Joe Burks
Shepherd’s Administrative Team
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A Unity Covenant
Pledging Ourselves to be part of the answer 

to our Lord’s prayer for unity

May they be brought to complete unity 
to let the world know that you sent me and 
have loved them even as you have loved me.

John 17:23

As disciples of Jesus we covenant 
together by God’s grace,

To share our Lord’s passion and urgency for 
unity among believers as he expressed  in his 

prayer before going to the cross.  
John 17:20-26

To recognize the importance of unity and 
love among believers in Christ in successfully 

communicating the gospel to the world.
  John 13:34, 3

To turn away from any kind of divisive or 
factious spirit which is not characteristic 
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of the spirit of Christ.  
Galatians 5:20

To acknowledge that while we may differ in 
our under-standing of what Christian unity 
requires, such differences should not prevent 
us from making every effort to do what leads 
to greater peace and understanding among 
us. 

Romans 14:19

“In faith unity,
in opinion, liberty,
in all things love”

Restoration Forum XX
October 20-22, 2002

Lubbock, Texas
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A Heritage of 
Peace and Unity
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From Wittenburg to Lubbock

A Heritage of Peace and Unity

In necessariis unitas, in dubiis libertas, in omnibus caritas.  
In essentials unity, in doubtful things/non-essentials liberty, 
in all things charity

Peter Meiderlin, 1626

It is not necessary that persons should have a particular 
knowledge or distinct apprehension of all Divinely revealed 
truths in order to entitle them to a place in the Church;; 
but... having a due measure of Scriptural self-knowledge 
respecting their lost and perishing condition... and of the 
way of salvation through Jesus Christ... is all that is 
absolutely necessary to qualify them for admission into his 
Church.  

 Thomas Campbell, 1809

The scriptures will never keep together in union, and 
fellowship members not in the spirit of the scriptures, which 
spirit is love, peace, unity, forbearance, and cheerful 
obedience. This is the spirit of the great Head of the body. I 
blush for my fellows, who hold up the Bible as the bond of 
union yet make their opinions of it tests of fellowship; who 
plead for union of all Christians; yet refuse fellowship with 
such as dissent from their notions. It is the image of Christ 
the Christian looks for and loves, and this does not consist in 
being exact in a few items, but in general devotion to the 
whole truth as far is known.

Alexander Campbell, 1837
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Who among us is qualified to write our creed specifying 
exactly what we must believe, how and where we must 
worship... Contend earnestly for what you believe, and be 
sure to allow others the same privilege. Above all, do not try 
to make a law for the Church of Christ where he has given 
liberty. 

N. L. Clark, 1947

I plead not for carelessness about obedience to the 
commands of the Lord nor a stifling of anyone’s conscience, 
but for mutual respect, reason and tolerance among brethren 
in the Lord while we prayerfully study our differences 
together and endeavor to restore that unity for which Christ 
prayed.  Here I stand.

G. B. Shelburne 1947

When I draw the lines of fellowship just outside the circle of 
those who agree with me, do I dare suggest that God’s grace 
covers my sins and imperfections but not those whose study 
leads them to conclusions different from mine…Nothing that 
divides us can be more important than the blood that was 
shed to make us one.   

 Thomas Langford, 2006
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